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One of my research subjects is to cross-nationally compare the
labor markets at the forefront of development in Asia. This paper
examines the structure of the domestic labor market in Singapore
and the development of the peripheral labor market of the Growth
Triangle initiated by Singapore.

The formations of the diversified labor markets in this region
have shown unique evolutions with interactive regulation between
the peculiar socio-institutional factors and the market principles
that pervade with an impact mainly from foreign direct investments.
In addition to the stratification of the domestic labor markets of Sin-
gapore, the multi-layered market becomes prominent internation-
ally causing widening of the labor gap.
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1. Preface

Singapore has drastically transformed into a hub city of finance, informa-
tion and business management today from a transit trading port as one of the
Strait colonies in British colonial times. Since the majority of its population is
Chinese originally from the southern part of China, Singapore made its way to
the foundation of its own original city state because of a feud with the Federa-
tion of Malaya, which gave preferential treatment to Malays as a national vir-
tue after the war. Despite Singapore being a member of the Southeast Asian
nations, in view of its industrialization policies after independence, Singa-
pore’s development strategies in the early postwar years were characterized
by commonalities with Asian NIEs countries. These characteristics included
�1 a development strategy centered on processing trade and service/distribu-
tion, given the fact that Singapore has a postage stamp-size market because of
its nature as a transit trading port and lacks natural resources, �2 proactive
economic assistance from the U.S. and Japan because it is a capitalistic nation
（a forward base of the capitalist camp opposing China, the continental social-
ist camp）built by Chinese under the Cold War regime, and�3 a unique factor
arising from its situation as the key junction for the oil strategy of developed
nations（oil transport security, above all the U.S. and Japan），thanks to its lo-
cation as a cornerstone from the Strait of Malacca to the East China Sea, and
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the favorable effect this has had on its economic growth. Since the late 1980’s,
Singapore has shifted the emphasis of its foreign economic relations to Asia
along with other Asian NIEs countries, and it formulated clear development
strategies specifically emphasizing its stance as a center of ASEAN in the
1990’s. In other words, as a hub city of finance, information, and business
management, Singapore is attempting to sustain its own raison d’etre by posi-
tioning itself at the nodes of regionalism in ASEAN zone and globalism among
the U.S., Japan and NIEs.

Since the 1990’s, given the drastic changes in its domestic labor force
structure accompanying an increasingly sophisticated industrial structure
based on capital/technology intensive service industries, Singapore has facili-
tated the transformation of domestic enterprises into multinational corpora-
tions by transferring conventional labor-intensive industries to surrounding
Asian countries（direct investments abroad），and Singapore’s diplomatic poli-
cies simultaneously have evolved rapidly to address a severe labor shortage.
In addition, a regional international division of labor with Singapore as the
core nation and restructuring of the labor market within the region have been
elicited. By taking up the current characteristics of Singapore’s labor market
based on macro data analyses and case analyses of individual companies to re-
view the former change, and focusing on the industrial complexes in Batam Is-
land in Indonesia for a case study of the peripheral labor market of the
Growth Triangle for the latter, this paper will make a close examination on
how Singaporean development strategies are restructuring both its own labor
market and that in the regional economic zone in which Singapore plays a piv-
otal role.

2. Singapore’s Development as a Hub City and Its
Labor Administration

This chapter summarizes the preliminary considerations of the labor mar-
ket analyses offered in the subsequent chapters, and roughly outlines Singa-
pore’s development strategies after its independence and the labor administra-
tion under those strategies（Note 1）．

2.1 Historical background of development strategies
Since the separation from Malaysia in 1965, the People’s Action Party

（PAP）headed by Lee Kwan Yew has excluded forces of criticism（opposition
parties and lobbies）to establish a one-party dominant regime in Singapore
and pursued government-led development with bold initiatives. Taking
charge of policymaking under a robust bureaucrat-administration consistent
structure, technocratic minority groups formulated the policies of infrastruc-
ture development, land/housing and labor management, and industrial promo-
tion led by government-linked companies. Although import substituting in-
dustrialization aimed at breaking away from an entrepôt-trade-dependent eco-
nomic structure was commenced in the late 1950’s, Singapore’s independence
in 1965 forced the nation to abandon the common market concept with Malay-
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sia and inevitably led to a shift toward new development strategies. In the
late 1960’s, Singapore turned away from import substituting industrialization
to an export-oriented economy, and government-linked companies and public
corporations such as Development Bank, Jurong Town Corporation and Inter-
national Trading Corporation were founded successively to develop favorable
environments for capital import. Thus, specific conditions were created for in-
dustrialization by collaboration among foreign-affiliated companies and
government-linked public enterprises. Owing to Singapore’s aforementioned
domestic factors and its geopolitical position－i.e., the global environment dur-
ing the Cold War-NIEs-type development strategies took firm root in the early
stage.

Between the late 1970’s and 1980’s, various sophisticated industrial struc-
ture policies were hammered out under the“second industrial revolution”slo-
gan. In the manufacturing industry, the policy objectives were the relocation
of labor-intensive sectors to neighboring counties, fostering capita-and-
technology intensive high-value-added sectors, and a high wage policy and ex-
pansion of skill training facilities. In the service industry, infrastructure de-
velopment policies for a postindustrial society were formulated with the aim of
a structural transformation into advanced information technology industries,
through the introduction of the Operational Headquarters（OHQ, 1986）incen-
tive package and the establishment of the Skills Development Fund（SDF,
1979），the National Computer Board（NCB, 1981）and the Singapore Inter-
national Monetary Exchange（SIMEX, a financial futures market, 1984）.
With the stagnation in the petroleum refining and shipbuilding industries due
to the second oil crisis, the downturn of the economy in the major market for
product exports in the U.S., and other factors, the industrial sophistication
policies temporarily slowed down in the early 1980’s. Upon entering the late
1980’s, however, Singapore clarified its strategies for playing a part in the
global economy as a hub of Asia’s regional economy, by hammering out new
policies in response to the global economy such as privatization of the public
sector and deregulation of the financial market.

Foreign investments from developed countries were essential to encour-
age such sophistication of the industrial structure after independence. Given
that it scarcely had full-fledged local industries, it was inevitable that Singa-
pore depend upon foreign investments from developed countries for creating a
more sophisticated industrial sector（the ratio of local companies based on the
composition ratio of added value in the manufacturing industry was no more
than 35.6％ for 1970, 19.1％ for 1980 and 17.3％ for 1987: Hayashi ed., 1990）.
Foreign investments in the manufacturing industry soared during the high
economic growth periods of 1968-72 and 1978-84, when the inflows amounted
to one billion Singapore dollars（hereafter S＄）annually. The major interna-
tional investors were the United States and European nations in 1960’s and
1970’s（in particular, investments by the United Kingdom and the Nether-
lands in the petroleum refinery industry），and direct investments from Japan
surged in the 1980’s. The major investment sectors changed from petroleum
refining, shipbuilding/ship maintenance, and traditional labor-intensive sec-
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tors（such as the food and textile industries）in the early stage to electrical and
electronics industries in the 1980’s. The number of multinational enterprises
venturing to Singapore from developed nations reached 3,200 in 1988（of
which 650 were in the manufacturing industry），and investments not only in
manufacturing but in finance, information and technological service industries
were on the rise.

The service industry remained Singapore’s steadfast core industry during
the high economic growth after independence, yet the composition shifted from
commerce in the early stage to finance/business services, as mentioned earlier.
With regard to international trade, imports from Japan and exports to the U.S.
were expanded in the 1970’s and 1980’s along with other Asian NIEs nations,
but trade（both export and import）with other Asian nations has consistently
accounted for more than half of all trade since the 1960’s. The major export
items were shifted, from raw materials and mineral fuel until the 1970’s to
machinery in the 1980’s. The major import items were machinery from devel-
oped nations and raw materials from other Asian nations until the 1970’s, but
machinery imports from other Asian nations swelled in the late 1980’s. These
changes imply the evolution of an intra-Asian international division of labor.
The trade structure realignment since the late 1980’s characterizes Singa-
pore’s role as a node among ASEAN and NIEs nations, in that it imports in-
dustrial products from ASEAN and re-exports them to Japan and Asian NIEs
nations after the addition of service values（quality inspection, marketing,
etc）．

Thus, aspiring to industrial sophistication led by advanced service indus-
tries, Singapore sustained its high growth in the long run with an average an-
nual economic growth rate of 8.6％ between 1961 and 1987 despite experienc-
ing two oil crises over this period and economic setback in the mid-1980’s. Sin-
gapore’s development strategies were characterized by powerful government
initiatives and the foundation of a well-managed city-state having no toler-
ance for anti-government－i.e., anti-People’s Action Party－criticism.

In light of the aforementioned historical overview of Singapore’s develop-
ment strategies, let us review the industrial structure and investment trends
in the 1990’s based on certain data.

According to the economic census compiled by the Ministry of Trade and
Industry, Singapore marked an average annual real economic growth rate of
9.0％ in the 1990’s, and recorded no negative growth but achieved positive
0.1％ growth even under the severe influence of the Asian economic crisis in
1998. A review of GDP ratios by industry shows that while the manufacturing
industry declined slightly from 27.1％ of total GDP in 1990 to 26.5％ in 2000,
the ratio for the service industry rose from 66.2％ in 1990 to 67.8％ in 2000.
Above all, the finance and business service industries showed remarkable

growth from 21.3％ to 25.9％ of total GDP, which implies a further transition
toward a society of advanced service industries in the 1990’s（Department of
Statistics: 2001）．

Table 1 summarizes the foreign direct investments received by Singapore
based on the obtained data on stocks. Changes between 1988 and 1998 indi-
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cate Japan took over first place from the U.S.（Japan mainly invested in the
manufacturing industry, while the U.S. focused on the energy sector），with
European nations, the U.S., and Australia topping the list besides Japan. In
stark contrast, Singapore’s investments in neighboring Asian nations sharply
rose in recent years. Table 2 depicts the transition of the top five investment
destinations in terms of stocks. Apart from the U.S., Asian nations ranked in
the top as investment destinations, and the main feature during this transi-
tion between 1993 and 1998 is the steep rise of investments into China and In-
donesia. This resulted from the onset of full-scale investments into China, pro-
moting the construction of Singapore’s unique industrial complexes, and into
Malaysia（mainly Johor State）and Indonesia（development of Batam Island,
which is discussed below）constituting the peripheries of a“Growth Trian-
gle”with intensive Singaporean capital. It can be said that the trend of inter-
national capital flow through Singapore is embodying Singapore’s position in
the international economy, namely its status as a node of Asia’s regional econ-
omy under the global one.

Table 1．Foreign direct investment in Singapore（changes in stock）

１９８８ １９９８

Investors

Top５Nations

Investment

（Million S＄）

Composition

Ratio（％）

Investors

Top５Nations

Investment

（Million S＄）

Composition

Ratio（％）

１USA ７，６７２．５ ２１．４ １Japan ２２，８３９．６ １８．２

２Japan ６，４８９．８ １８．１ ２USA ２０，００２．８ １５．９

３UK ３，９２０．６ １１．０ ３Switzerland １３，３５０．８ １０．６

４Australia ３，３２１．６ ９．３ ４UK ９，５７０．３ ７．６

５Canada ２，１９２．９ ６．１ ５Netherlands ９，２２１．６ ７．３

TOTAL ３５，７９９．２ １００．０ TOTAL １２５，６３８．２ １００．０

Source: Singapore, Department of Statistics［２００１］．

Table 2．Direct investment abroad by Singapore（changes in stock）

１９９３ １９９８

Top５Nations
Investment

（Million S＄）

Composition

Ratio（％）
Top５Nations

Investment

（Million S＄）

Composition

Ratio（％）

１Malaysia ４，６１９ ２０．８ １China ８，８９６ １６．８

２Hong Kong ３，８４７ １７．３ ２Malaysia ６，１１７ １１．６

３New Zealand １，８３０ ８．３ ３Indonesia ５，２１９ ９．９

４USA １，７７３ ８．０ ４Hong Kong ５，０２５ ９．５

５China ６５２ ２．９ ５USA ２，８９２ ５．５

TOTAL ２２，１８１ １００．０ TOTAL ５２，９１８ １００．０

Source: Singapore, Department of Statistics［２００１］．

2.2 Historical background to labor administration
The government-initiated industrial policies described in the previous

chapter are heavily evident in labor administration as well. The government’s
labor control measures were aimed at integrated labor management by the
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government through a series of labor/wage policies. These included foundation
of the National Trades Union Congress（NTUC, 1961）under the direct control
of the government, the introduction of a tripartite cooperative line among gov-
ernment, labor and management, the authorization of strong rights for busi-
ness managers（to transfer, discharge and displace employees without collec-
tive bargaining）under the Labor-Management Relations Law enacted in 1968,
wage policy through establishment of the National Wages Council（NWC, com-
posed of the government, labor and management）in 1972, and the Revised
Labor Union Law in 1982. As a result, since the early 1980’s, unification of the
People’s Action Party government and NTUC has been highly evident（e.g., re-
lated ministers, an interlocking secretary-general of unions, union leaders
elected as parliament members）. Under the banner of social security for em-
ployees with high wages and the Central Provident Fund（CPF, 1954, compul-
sory saving by labor and management），the labor administration supporting
rapid economic growth entailed labor controls upholding economic growth and
the improvement of productivity/efficiency as absolute musts.

While Singapore had a limited domestic supply source of labor, industrial
sophistication strained labor demand in the early stages. Although the unem-
ployment rate had remained high during the early industrialization in the
1950’s and 1960’s, centered on Jurong Industrial Estate, the inducement of
labor-intensive enterprises in developed countries went into full swing and by
the 1970’s, the labor shortage problem had already emerged following certain
progress towards the development of highly-educated professional/technical
manpower. By this time, the influx of foreign labor had already begun.

At the early stage of industrialization, Singapore relied on foreigners from
the U.S. and European nations for professional labor, and the government also
encouraged employment and permanent residency of foreigners in administra-
tive/managerial, professional and skilled work（employment as permanent
residents; professionals and technicians who regularly renew work permits
are employment pass holders）．Most of the foreign workers demanded by the
subsequent labor shortage, however, were from neighboring Asian nations and
engaged in unskilled/manual labor with work permits for temporary employ-
ment. Deregulation of foreign laborers in the late 1960’s permitted employ-
ment of foreigners for unskilled/manual labor in the construction and ship-
building industries initially, and subsequently was expanded to the manufac-
turing industry. In the beginning, these foreign workers were mainly from
Malaysia on the basis of strong historical ties, and afterward the source of the
labor influx was broadened to the“nontraditional region”（nations other than
Malaysia, especially South-east and South Asian nations）．With the fear that
these foreigners who massively flooded into the low-skill labor market would
turn into disparate elements in the highly-controlled nation－namely a dis-
ruptive factor－a variety of restrictive measures were taken until the 1970’s.
The government has gradually eliminated the anti-foreign-laborer regulations
since the beginning of the 1980’s, however, because it could not resolve the
worsening labor shortage（especially the severe shortage of unskilled/manual
labor in the construction and other industries）. Furthermore, through intro-
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duction of a wage levy system for foreign laborers comparable to the Central
Provident Fund for Singaporeans, the government amended its scheme to con-
trol the influx of foreign workers on a case-by-case basis by adjusting the taxa-
tion rate, and spread the employment of laborers from the“nontraditional re-
gion”to the manufacturing, construction, hotel and homemaking service indus-
tries（Semiskilled and unskilled legal workers with work permits were subject
to the wage levy system. Foreign managers, professional technicians and
skilled workers, certified as either permanent residents or employment pass
holders, were exempt from the levy system. Although the definition of“semi-
skilled”workers remained vague, they were considered as persons who had a
certain skill with educational attainment of a five-year term of secondary
school and above.）. The ballooning number of foreign laborers during the
1970’s reached 121,800 in 1980.（Malaysian migrant workers totaled 58,000,
and foreign labor comprised 6.2％ of the total labor force population. Approxi-
mately half of all foreign workers were engaged in the manufacturing industry,
20％ were in construction and 9％ were in homemaking/maid services, etc;
Hayashi ed., 1990）

Bearing in mind this historical background to Singapore’s labor admini-
stration, let us review the characteristics of the labor force composition in the
1990’s in the following chapter, based on the public data.

3. Relevant Characteristics of the Labor Force Composition

This chapter examines in greater detail the current status of the domestic
labor force composition, based mainly on macro data on the labor force and
wage standards released by the government ministries and Statistics Singa-
pore.

3.1 Outline of the labor force composition
Table 3 summarizes the labor force population by age. With regard to

workers in their late teens and early 20’s, the female labor force outnumbers
the male workforce in both the number of employed and unemployed workers.
In this age group, the unemployment rate for females is high, and this fact im-
plies a severe employment status for young women, but there is no large gen-
der segregation among the employed. Foreign residents comprising approxi-
mately 30％ of the labor force population are included in this statistics, yet
age-category-based statistics for foreign laborers are not available due to re-
strictions on the material. When it comes to the labor of young female Singa-
poreans（meaning those who possess either Singaporean nationality or per-
manent residency），however, it can at least be said that the composition of fe-
male unskilled/manual labor is on the decrease along with advances in
women’s higher academic qualifications, and this has led to a growing reliance
on foreign laborers in place of Singaporean women to compensate for the in-
sufficient young labor force. This point is discussed in greater detail below.

Table 4 shows the transition of labor force population by educational at-
tainment. Roughly speaking, Singapore’s education system consists of pri-
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mary（6 years）and secondary school（4 or 5 years）education, after which chil-
dren who graduate go through junior college（usually 2 years）offering profes-
sional education, and then to either polytechnics（comparable general techni-
cal schools, or college）or the Institute of Technical Education（ITE, vocational
college），and finally become eligible to proceed to university.（Students are ad-
mitted to enroll in university after graduation from polytechnics; in the case
of graduates of ITE, students still need a polytechnics qualification）. Al-
though this unique school system makes it difficult to compare with those of
other Asian nations, assuming secondary-school graduates generally match
high-school graduates in other nations and thus also belong to the category of
highly-educated laborers, the ratio of highly-educated laborers jumped from
49.4％ in 1990 to 61.9％ in 2000. It is noteworthy that the ratio of highly-
educated females in 1990 was 55％, surpassing that for males at 42.3％, which
implies the highly-educated female bracket had already outstripped males. In
2000 these ratios were 58.5％ and 67.0％ for males and females, respectively,
clarifying women’s dominance among the highly-educated. By total composi-
tion of educational attainments, low-educated laborers with lower secondary
school and below qualifications comprised 50.7％ in 1990 and 38.1％ even in

Table 3．Labor force population by age（as of２０００）

Number of the Employed Number of the Unemployed

Males Females Total Males Females Total

１５－１９Y/O ２２，２４１ ２３，６２０ ４５，８６１ ６３５ ２，９３７ ３，５７２

２０－２４Y/O １２３，１８５ １４２，７７５ ２６５，９６０ ４，９２１ ６，４２６ １１，３４７

２５－２９Y/O ２３１，９６２ １７９，９０８ ４１１，８７０ ７，４１２ ７，０２８ １４，４４０

３０－３４Y/O ２２６，１０６ １３９，８８４ ３６５，９９０ ６，６２４ ６，０２５ １２，６４９

３５－３９Y/O ２０７，４９６ １１４，０９３ ３２１，５８９ ７，３３９ ６，０４３ １３，３８２

４０－４４Y/O １７６，４２２ １０１，８６７ ２７８，２８９ ８，３３３ ５，９９７ １４，３３０

４５－４９Y/O １３８，０４０ ７９，２２７ ２１７，２６７ ７，３４７ ４，８５９ １２，２０６

５０－５４Y/O １０１，１７８ ５１，２１１ １５２，３８９ ６，１４６ ２，９６７ ９，１１３

５５－５９Y/O ４９，６９３ ２０，２９１ ６９，９８４ ２，８２７ ９９２ ３，８１９

６０－ Y/O ４７，９５８ １５，１２１ ６３，０７９ １，８８８ ７１７ ２，６０５

Total １，３２４，２８１ ８６７，９９７ ２，１９２，２７８ ５３，４７２ ４３，９９１ ９７，４６３

Source: Singapore, Ministry of Manpower［２００１a］．

Table 4．Changes in labor force population by educational attainment

１９９０ ２０００

Males Females TOTAL Share（％） Males Females TOTAL Share（％）

Primary and Below ３４３，０２８ １８４，５９９ ５２７，６２７ ３３．８ ３６６，６５８ １８３，５５２ ５５０，２１０ ２５．１

Lower Secondary １６８，１８８ ９５，２０４ ２６３，３９２ １６．９ １８３，５０１ １０２，４６２ ２８５，９６３ １３．０

Secondary ２４６，９００ ２２８，５０４ ４７５，４０４ ３０．４ ３０２，７０１ ２５１，５１４ ５５４，２１５ ２５．３

Junior College & ITE ６９，８８８ ６７，９２５ １３７，８１３ ８．８ １８１，４４０ １５７，９０９ ３３９，３４９ １５．５

Polytechnic ４６，８２２ １８，１４５ ６４，９６７ ４．２ ８５，５７７ ４９，１２６ １３４，７０３ ６．１

University ５９，４９４ ３４，１２２ ９３，６１６ ６．０ ２０４，４０４ １２３，４３４ ３２７，８３８ １５．０

TOTAL ９３４，３２０ ６２８，４９９ １，５６２，８１９ １００．０ １，３２４，２８１ ８６７，９９７ ２，１９２，２７８ １００．０

Source: Singapore, Ministry of Manpower［２００１a］．
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2000, despite the growing number of highly-educated laborers during this dec-
ade, and this low-educated segment is regarded as consisting of quite a few
foreign laborers（legal employees with long-term residency are included in the
data）. This double-layered structure is one characteristic of Singapore’s labor
force composition, and laborers’ educational attainments differentiate the la-
bor markets for them to enter.

Table 5 presents the industry-specific composition of the employed by age
group. While the composition ratio of the employed in secondary industries
（the manufacturing and construction industries）is 33.9％,the ratio in the
service industry is 65.6％. These figures confirm the tertiary industries-
dominant industrial structure in the aspect of employment composition as
well. Regarding the gender composition of the labor force by age, men account
for the overwhelming share of laborers in the construction industry due to its
job description, and men are also dominant in the manufacturing and trans-
port/telecommunications industries, except for teenagers. In contrast, the
female-dominated industries are the commercial industry for women in their
20’s, the finance industry for women in their 20’s and 30’s, and the hotel/res-
taurant industries for women in their 40’s and 50’s. Furthermore, the social/
personal service industries show outstanding dominance of females. As a
whole, this suggests the entry ratio of females into the service industry is on
the rise.

Table 6 indicates the occupation-specific composition of the employed
based on the same data. The administrative/managerial, professional, and
technical occupations requiring high educational attainments occupy 35.7％ of
the total. This figure almost corresponds to the aforementioned ratios of the
highly-educated. Regarding gender composition by age, the male-dominated
occupations are the administrative/managerial and professional occupations
in the middle and upper age brackets, as well as the technical production labor
of all age groups and the general production labor of the whole other than
teenagers. In contrast, the female-dominated jobs are the professional and
technical work for laborers in their 20’s as well as the clerical and service/sales
labor for all age groups, and these echelons appear to correlate with the afore-
mentioned higher academic qualifications of the female laborers. In addition,
among female labor, lower-class occupations such as cleaning/general labor
show high composition ratios in all age groups, which hints at bipolarization of
the female labor force as occurred among males（the lower-class female labor
will be discussed later again, as it is related to the occupations in hiring for-
eign laborers）．

In continuous consideration of the same topic as the composition of the
employed by occupation from different perspective, Table 7 depicts the labor
force structure of Singaporean workers by race（including foreigners who at-
tained permanent residency－permanent resident－besides citizens with Sin-
gaporean nationality）. It is obvious Chinese comprise a majority of the entire
population（76.8％, 2000）and have high composition ratios in the administra-
tive/managerial, professional and technical occupations. In contrast, Malays
represent 13.9％ of the population and mainly constitute the clerical, services
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and production laborers. Indians, with a population ratio of 7.9％, stand at the
intermediate position between those two races, and mark the substantially
high composition ratios in professional and technical work. Another point to
be noticed is that from a chronological perspective, remarkable declines of
those three races’ composition ratios in production-related works and clean-
ing/general labor are perceived, from which it can be assumed the workers in
these occupations are being replaced with foreign laborers.

To discern the employment situations of laborers in companies of different
business scales, the composition of private companies by business scale is
shown in Table 8. The composition of business scale is only publicized under
the categorization by number of workers, and can be only grasped with statis-
tics covering the subject companies with 25 workers and more. Large-scale
businesses with 250 workers and more account for 7.8％ of the total number of
businesses and 48.3％ of the total number of laborers, which would seem to
show the high degree of concentration on large-scale businesses. Laborers

Table 7．Composition of Singaporean workers by race（％）

Chinese Malay Indian Others

１９９０ ２０００ １９９０ ２０００ １９９０ ２０００ １９９０ ２０００

Administrative/Managerial １１．０ １５．９ １．１ ２．９ ７．１ １２．５ １３．２ ２７．０

Professional ５．８ １０．７ ２．０ ４．０ ５．２ １２．７ １０．８ １７．５

Technical １３．０ １９．６ ８．６ １６．４ １０．０ １８．０ １６．８ １９．０

Clerical １４．９ １３．５ １６．０ ２０．０ １５．０ １５．４ １８．２ １２．５

Service/Sales １４．０ １１．７ １５．４ １６．２ １７．１ １３．７ １５．９ １２．２

Production Labor ２６．５ １８．６ ３７．７ ２７．５ ２４．１ １５．４ １２．８ ６．７

Cleaning/General Labor ９．７ ６．２ １６．２ １０．７ １５．２ ８．０ ６．５ ３．０

Others ５．３ ３．８ ３．０ ２．３ ６．４ ４．３ ５．９ ２．２

TOTAL １００．０ １００．０ １００．０ １００．０ １００．０ １００．０ １００．０ １００．０

Source: Singapore, Department of Statistics［２０００］．

Table 8．Composition of private companies by business scale

（corporate classification by number of workers, as of２０００）

Number of Businesses Number of Workers

２５－９９ １００－２４９ ２５０－ TOTAL ２５－９９ １００－２４９ ２５０－ TOTAL

Manufacturing １，４６１ ３７９ ２４１ ２，０８１ ７３，１５２ ５８，３２１ １７６，１８６ ３０７，６５９

Construction １，５７８ ３１１ １００ １，９８９ ７５，８７３ ４６，３４２ ４８，０２８ １７０，２４３

Commerce １，２９９ １８２ ６７ １，５４８ ５８，５５８ ２７，０８４ ４２，６０３ １２８，２４５

Hotel/Restaurant ３１９ ５４ ４９ ４２２ １４，４３０ ７，９４３ ３１，８７３ ５４，２４６

Transport/Telecommunication ４４５ ８７ ５６ ５８８ ２０，７３５ １２，７２６ ６５，５２２ ９８，９８３

Financial Service ２３２ ８８ ３６ ３５６ １１，６５５ １４，２１３ ４５，４６２ ７１，３３０

Business/Real Estate Service ８２６ １６５ ７１ １，０６２ ３９，３６６ ２５，４１６ ３４，３３３ ９９，１１５

Social/Personal Service ３６６ １０４ ４４ ５１４ １７，１２０ １５，３５１ ３８，８１８ ７１，２８９

Others ３６ ２ ５ ４３ １，７３２ ３０４ ３，６３６ ５，６７２

TOTAL ６，５６２ １，３７２ ６６９ ８，６０３ ３１２，６２１ ２０７，７００ ４８６，４６１ １，００６，７８２

Composition Ratio ７６．３ １５．９ ７．８ １００．０ ３１．１ ２０．６ ４８．３ １００．０

Source: Singapore, Ministry of Manpower［２００１a］．
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working in companies with 25 workers and above, however, total approxi-
mately 1,010,000. This figure represents 48％ of the total number of 2,090,000
laborers（cited from Table 5），the remaining approximately 1,080,000 laborers
are employed in small and micro enterprises with less than 25 workers.
Therefore, the business gaps between the upper and the lower have to be
deemed substantial.

From the information described above, which mainly examined the com-
position of Singaporean laborers, it can be pointed out that feminization of the
labor force as a whole and higher educational attainments of the female labor
force have taken root, because women’s penetration can be found not only in
the service industries but in professional and technical jobs as well, and that
Chinese domination in the composition of occupations is palpable with regard
to the composition among the three domestic racial groups, and ethnic gaps
are undeniable. Moreover, the dual structure of the labor force is perceived in
the aspects of academic qualification, skill and business scale, which implies
not only disparities among the three domestic racial groups but also that the
labor force composition cannot be presumably grasped without examination of
the foreign labor force making up approximately 30％ of the total labor force.

3.2 The position of foreign laborers
The definitions of“foreigners”and“foreign laborers”presented in Sin-

gapore’s statistics materials are explained below.
In Singapore, the statistics for“foreigners”include students, employees

and their family members with permits for temporary stay and stayers on
public affairs. As employees, corporate managers, professionals and technical
workers with employment passes, and semiskilled and unskilled workers with
work permits can stay temporarily. Malaysians, who are eligible to renew
work permits valid for two years in principle, can further obtain permanent
residency after acquiring certain levels of academic qualifications, skills and
income, and these permanent residents can receive equal treatment to Singa-
poreans（most permanent residents are Malaysians, yet other Asian foreigners
are also authorized in some exceptional cases）. Therefore, permanent resi-
dents are not counted as foreigners in the statistics. For example, even among
workers with Malaysian nationality, those with permanent residency are
treated statistically as Singaporeans, not as foreigners. For reference, the lat-
est population census in 2000 shows 3,263,209 Singaporeans consisting of
2,973,091 with Singaporean nationality and 290,118 who are permanent resi-
dents, indicating permanent residents comprise 8.9％ of all Singaporeans（De-
partment of Statistics, 2000）．

Therefore in the analysis based on following statistical data, if no further
specifications are given“foreign laborers”refers to employment-pass holders
in professional/technical work and work-permit holders engaged in general
semiskilled and unskilled labor. As discussed earlier, the Singaporean labor
administration has proactively accepted professional/technical workers with
employment passes as well as permanent residents with a certain skill level.
The key issue now in question is measures to treat the work-permit holders

Kensuke Miyamoto３０



engaged in low-skill labor who make up the overwhelming majority of foreign
laborers. To examine this issue requires an initial understanding of the offi-
cial acceptable range of foreign laborers with work permits. Table 9 presents a
list of the ceilings on foreign employment and surcharges regulated by indus-
try for foreign laborers with work permits. The permissible range of accep-
tance in each industry is considered to correlate with the extent of demand for
foreign laborers in the industry in question. In other words, the labor refused
by Singaporeans as so-called（in English）“3D”labor, referring to dangerous,
difficult and dirty work, has a wider permissible range of foreign labor. For in-
stance, the fact that construction industry permits foreign laborers up to five-
sixths of all laborers reflects a serious labor shortage in the industry. The de-
gree of labor shortage severity is high in the order of the construction, ship-
building, manufacturing and service industries, and by gender, male foreign
laborers enter mainly in the construction industry while females enter in
homemaking service.

Table 9．Employment ceilings & surcharges of foreign workers by industry

Employment Ceilings of

Foreigners in Enterprises

Monthly Surcharges per Capita

（As of February，２００２）

Construction ５Foreigners for One Singaporean
Semi-skilled Workers S＄３０

Unskilled Workers S＄４７０

Shipbuilding ３Foreigners for One Singaporean
Semi-skilled Workers S＄３０

Unskilled Workers S＄２９５

Manufacturing ５０％ of Total Workers

Semi-skilled Workers S＄３０

Unskilled Workers（＜４０％） S＄２４０

Unskilled Workers（４０－５０％） S＄３１０

Service ３０％ of Total Workers
Semi-skilled Workers S＄３０

Unskilled Workers S＄２９５

Source: Singapore, International Chamber of Commerce［As of２００２］．

Table 10 describes the changes in ratios of foreign laborers. Apparently
the number of the foreign population in Singapore has been increasing year by
year. The foreign population of 130,000（5.5％ of the total population）in 1980
reached 750,000（18.8％）in 2000. This rise clearly stemmed from the labor
demands. Of the entire foreign population of 750,000 in 2000, 610,000 were
employed and accounted for approximately 30％ of the total labor force popu-
lation.

However, the following consideration must be paid to these foreign popu-
lation statistics. The population census of Singapore does not include short-
term stayers/workers for less than one year, and needless to say does not in-
clude illegal stayers/workers. Among the employment of Malaysians, who rep-
resent the majority of foreigners, there might be quite a few Malaysians com-
muting everyday between Johor in Malaysia and their workplaces in Singa-
pore via the Causeway, while some other Malaysians live in Singapore, but
those commuting workers with short-term employment are not posted in the
statistics. Although the precise composition of foreign laborers by nationality
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cannot be grasped, the number of daily commuting laborers from Johor in Ma-
laysia to Singapore is estimated to have been 25,000 in the late 1980’s and
30,000 to 40,000 in the late 1990’s（Note 2）. The legal employees migrating
from Indonesia into Singapore were 41,000 in number in the late 90’s accord-
ing to the data compiled in Indonesia（International Labor Information, July,
1999, No.285）. It is also said that there are scores of Filipinas working as
home maids and the growing numbers of migrant workers away from Bangla-
desh, Sri Lanka, Thailand and China in recent years. It is difficult even to es-
timate the number of illegal laborers, but some estimates indicate 200,000 to
300,000 only for Malaysians and 60,000 as the total of other nationalities such
as Filipinos, Indonesians and Thais at a moderate estimate（Hugo, 1995）. For
one thing, as pointed out by the statement“950 illegal workers on monthly-
average basis were charged as illegal immigrants or long-term stayers in con-
struction industry in 1995”（International Labor Information, January, 1997,
No.250），there might be a considerable number of illegal workers mainly en-
gaged in the construction industry and homemaking/general labor（Note 3）.
In this regard, actual dependence on the foreign labor force should be consid-
ered far greater than suggested by the statistical figures.

Yet even with the aforementioned restrictions on data, the ratios of for-
eign workers by industry, calculated based on the population census compiled
by the Department of Statistics, are described in Table 11. The construction
industry indeed marked an outstanding ratio of foreign workers－67％ in 2000.
The ratio in the manufacturing industry reached 34％, and that of all secon-
dary industry is approaching 50％. Although the ratio of foreigners in the
service industry is not so high on the whole, the concentration of foreigners in
social/personal service might stem from the rise of female home maids. As
mentioned earlier, the major occupations for foreigners to enter are construc-
tion labor for males and home maids for females, both of which seem to consist
mainly of a young labor force. Such compositions of foreign workers might be
having considerable impact on Singapore’s labor force structures by age, edu-
cational attainment, industry, and occupation, which we have already exam-
ined based on data.

Table 12 shows the ratios of foreign workers by occupation, calculated
from the same census. The labor force distribution of foreign workers is fur-

Table 10．Changes in composition ratios of foreign workers

１９８０ １９９０ ２０００

Composition

Ratio（％）

Composition

Ratio（％）

Composition

Ratio（％）

Total Population ２，４１３，９００ １００ ３，０４７，１００ １００ ４，０１７，７００ １００

Singaporeans ２，２８２，１００ ９４．５ ２，７３５，９００ ８９．８ ３，２６３，２００ ８１．２

Foreigners １３１，８００ ５．５ ３１１，２００ １０．２ ７５４，５００ １８．８

Total Labor Force Population １，０７７，１００ １００ １，５３７，０００ １００ ２，０９４，８００ １００

Singaporeans ９５５，３００ ８８．７ １，２８８，８００ ８３．９ １，４８２，６００ ７０．８

Foreigners １２１，８００ １１．３ ２４８，２００ １６．１ ６１２，２００ ２９．２

Source: Singapore, Department of Statistics［２０００］．
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ther clarified in categorization by occupation. The production and cleaning/
general laborers（including urban general work such as various cleaning work,
common labor at construction sites, and home maids）sharply raised the for-
eign ratios in the 1990’s, as seen in 44％ for production labor and 70％ for gen-
eral labor in 2000, which implies a vast foreign influx into the low-skill labor
market. It can be concluded the laborers entering the low-skill labor market
are possibly migrant workers from Asian nations such as Malaysia, Indonesia,
the Philippines, Bangladesh, Thailand and China, regardless of the lack of pre-
cise information on the nationality composition of foreigners as mentioned

Table 11．Composition ratios of foreign workers by industry

（Unit：１０００persons）

Singaporean

Workers

Foreign Workers

in Singapore

Ratios of Foreign

Workers（％）

１９９０ ２０００ １９９０ ２０００ １９９０ ２０００

Asset-producing Industry

Manufacturing ３３７．７ ２８９．１ １０６．５ １４６．６ ２４．０ ３３．６

Construction ７６．０ ９０．４ ４７．０ １８４．０ ３８．２ ６７．１

Others １１．６ １０．４ ０．７ ２．２ ７．３ １７．７

Sub Total ４２５．３ ３８９．９ １５４．２ ３３２．８ ２６．５ ４６．０

Service Industry

Commerce ２３２．５ ２５３．５ ７．８ ３３．５ ３．３ １１．７

Hotel/Restaurant ９１．５ ９３．４ ５．３ ２１．８ ５．５ １８．９

Transport/Telecommunication １４１．８ １７７．９ ４．２ １９．０ ２．９ ９．６

Financial Service ５８．０ ８７．５ ３．５ ８．９ ５．７ ９．２

Business Service １０５．７ １９１．３ ６．５ ３４．９ ５．８ １５．４

Social/Personal Service ２３３．３ ２８７．６ ６６．４ １６４．９ ２２．２ ３６．４

Sub Total ８６２．８ １，０９１．２ ９３．７ ２８３．０ ９．８ ２０．６

GRAND TOTAL １，２８８．１ １，４８１．１ ２４７．９ ６１５．８ １６．１ ２９．３

Source: Singapore, Department of Statistics［２０００］．

Table 12．Composition ratios of foreign workers by occupation

（Unit：１０００persons）

Singaporean

Workers

Foreign Workers

in Singapore

Ratios of Foreign

Workers（％）

１９９０ ２０００ １９９０ ２０００ １９９０ ２０００

Administrative/Managerial １２１．１ ２１２．０ １１．１ ３７．３ ８．４ １５．０

Professional ６８．３ １４９．７ ７．０ ３６．７ ９．３ １９．７

Technical １５７．２ ２８３．２ ８．８ ２９．９ ５．３ ９．５

Clerical １９４．６ ２１３．５ ５．２ １６．９ ２．６ ７．３

Service/Sales １８５．６ １８２．４ ９．６ ２９．２ ４．９ １３．８

Production Labor ３５７．０ ２８６．１ １１６．４ ２２５．０ ２４．６ ４４．０

Cleaning/General Labor １４０．５ １００．８ ９０．１ ２３４．４ ３９．１ ６９．９

Others ６５．７ ５３．４ ０．４ １．１ ０．６ ２．０

TOTAL １，２９０．０ １，４８１．１ ２４８．６ ６１０．５ １６．１ ２９．１

Source: Singapore, Department of Statistics［２０００］．
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earlier. On the other hand, rising ratios of foreign workers into the labor mar-
ket for professional and administrative/managerial occupations are obvious,
and the majority might be a group of highly-educated laborers from developed
nations. Thus, it is believed the foreign worker influx into the labor market is
bipolar; that is, professionals and administrative/managerial workers with
high educational attainments（high wages）into the high-skill labor market,
and unskilled/manual laborers with low educational attainments（low wages），
in contrast, into the low-skill labor market.

Lastly, the basic data on the wage structure corresponding to the multi-
layered structure of the labor force including foreign laborers should be pro-
vided here. Based on the average wages by industry shown in the Table 13, it
can be said the wages of the service industry surpass those of the manufactur-
ing and construction industries on the whole. Although in the aspect of wages
it again shows the service-industry dominated composition, the remarkable
wage disparity within the service industry can be seen between the finance
sector, with a great number of highly-educated professionals, and other indus-
tries such as commerce or hotel/restaurant. The occupation-specific data on
wages in Table 14 also clarifies the wage gaps among distinctive jobs. Workers

Table 13．Average wages by industry（real wages per month, S＄）

１９９０ ２０００

Males Females All Workers Males Females All Workers

Manufacturing ２，１１０ １，１５４ １，６３７ ３，６１３ ２，１５７ ３，００３

Construction １，５５０ １，２７０ １，４９６ ２，５２２ １，７８０ ２，３０８

Service ２，０７９ １，６２３ １，８７７ ３，５５２ ２，６２１ ３，０９６

Commerce １，９３４ １，３５７ １，６８８ ３，１１１ ２，２００ ２，６９１

Hotel/Restaurant １，１９０ ９３９ １，０７３ １，５０２ １，１５０ １，３１８

Transport/Telecommunication １，９８０ １，６５１ １，８９０ ３，３０３ ２，６３４ ３，０７１

Financial Service ３，５８２ ２，０９７ ２，６４２ ６，４８６ ３，８８２ ４，８７７

Business/Real Estate Service ２，５７７ １，７２３ ２，１７０ ３，６８２ ２，７７６ ３，２４５

Social/Personal Service ２，０８７ １，８４２ １，９６９ ３，９１３ ２，７８５ ３，３００

TOTAL ２，０５９ １，４６５ １，７９３ ３，４８０ ２，５０２ ３，０３０

Source: Singapore, Ministry of Manpower［２００１a］．

Table 14．Average wages by occupation（as of２０００，per month, S＄）

Males Females All Workers

Basic Pay Total Basic Pay Total Basic Pay Total

Administrative/Managerial ６，７４５ ７，２３７ ５，３２８ ５，６０２ ６，２７５ ６，６９２

Professional ４，０７８ ４，５２３ ３，７２９ ４，０３３ ３，９５７ ４，３５３

Technical ２，７９７ ３，４４２ ２，３６０ ２，５４４ ２，５９８ ３，０３７

Clerical １，７１６ ２，０５１ １，６４１ １，８１３ １，６６０ １，８７１

Service/Sales １，５４７ ２，２７５ １，２５４ １，８５８ １，４１８ ２，０８４

Agriculture/Fishery １，３９３ １，５８１ １，１１５ １，２４１ １，３５７ １，５３７

Production Labor（Craftsmanship） １，６６８ ２，１５０ １，３３５ １，６８８ １，６３３ ２，１０１

Production Labor（General） １，５４２ ２，１９４ ９４３ １，３３４ １，３３０ １，８９０

Cleaning/General Labor １，１６８ １，５７７ １，０１３ １，２３２ １，１００ １，４２６

Source: Singapore, Ministry of Manpower［２００１a］．
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in administrative/managerial earn 3.54 times as much as production workers
（general work）and 4.69 times as much as cleaning/general laborers. The
wages for males exceed those for females in all occupations; in the high-skill
occupations, administrative/managerial workers’ and technical workers’
wages are 1.29 times and 1.35 times higher respectively. Although female
penetration into occupations requiring high educational attainments was dis-
cussed earlier, the gender segregation in income is undeniable. In addition,
even with no concrete wage data available, when the earlier-described segre-
gation of occupational classes among Singapore’s three races and the composi-
tion of Singaporean and lower-class foreign laborers by industry/occupation
are recalled, the industry/occupation specific wage disparities among races in-
cluding foreigners can be pointed out.

In conclusion, the disparate structures of the labor force described in this
chapter are explicit, not only for the three major domestic races but also for
foreign laborers in terms of academic qualifications, skills, business scales and
so on. These intricate factors are branding the stratified disposition of the do-
mestic labor market of Singapore.

4. Laborers of Japanese-Affiliated Enterprises in Singapore

Let us now turn to the author’s surveys of two Japanese-affiliated enter-
prises as case studies of the in-house labor force structure in Singapore（sur-
veys conducted in August 2001 and June 2002）. The survey items mainly con-
cern the internal labor force structure in each company and hiring methods/
working conditions.

Company A is an overseas affiliated firm established with the full invest-
ment of a leading electronics manufacturer that expanded into the Jurong In-
dustrial Estate in 1994（capital; approximately S＄80 million, turnover in
2000; S＄98 million）．Company B, which also branched out into the Jurong In-
dustrial Estate in 1986, was fully invested by a precision machinery parts
manufacturer（turnover in 2001; approximately S＄60 million）．

Table 15 shows the race-category-based labor composition by position in
both companies; note that as in official data, the permanent-resident qualifi-
cation holders with Malaysian nationality are treated as Singaporeans. The
Singaporean workers’ employment term is not set specifically, and such
highly-educated individuals as polytechnics and university graduates are
mainly hired in the indirect departments on the principle of a promotion-wage
consistent system determined through personnel appraisals（evaluations em-
phasizing achievement of tasks）. On the other hand, the direct departments of
production labor are staffed largely with workers with elementary and secon-
dary school-level academic qualifications, and their occupation class promo-
tions also are determined through personnel appraisals. Malaysians em-
ployed with work permits are entitled to long-term service almost the same as
Singaporeans since they have no limits on renewal frequency of their work
permits and employment term. These Malaysians climb up the respective job
classes after their entry into the indirect departments for highly-educated
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workers who graduated from junior colleges, professional schools, or universi-
ties and in the direct departments for secondary education graduates. There-
fore, an internal labor market segmented by positions is formed for Singapore-
ans and Malaysians, and the principle within each position is identical work in
the identical position and a merit/performance-based promotion system（“lim-
ited merit system”）regardless of race. Clear division of labor between sexes is
not perceived, but in view of in-house personnel deployment, men are slightly
dominant in the high-skill occupations. In the promotion system based on
competence evaluations, however, uniform evaluation criteria are set for men
and women at the same position in principle.

On the other hand, foreign laborers other than Malaysians are short-term
employees on a two-year contract, and not eligible for a long-term, stable em-
ployment guarantee. As far as the surveyed enterprises are concerned, princi-
pally Chinese employees are permitted two renewals with a maximum em-
ployment of six years, and Indians, Myanmarese and Bangladeshis can renew
once with a maximum of four years. Although the allowable limits on renewal
times are not necessarily fixed, because these are occasionally altered in line
with the government’s foreigner measures, these foreign laborers come under
short-term employment in any case（Malaysians are recruited by individual
enterprises, and other foreign workers are hired through designated tempo-
rary employment agencies with permission for the number of laborers from
the Economic Development Board）．

Let us now move on to an examination of the correlation between staffing

Table 15．Composition of workers in Japanese-affiliated companies in Singapore, company A & B

（A）Whole workers

Company A Company B

Singaporeans Malaysians Other Foreigners Singaporeans Malaysians Other Foreigners

Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females Males Females

Administrative/Managerial １４ ２ － － － － ７ ３ － － － －

Clerical/Technical ６４ ６４ ４ ２ － － ２５ １４ １ １ － －

Forepersons １０６ ４２ ２ － － － ７ １ － － １ －

Line Leaders １４４ １４４ ９０ ７０ ９６ － ７ １７ １ ４ ２ －

Operators １２ ８８ ２３ ５７ ４１ １３

TOTAL ３２８ ２５２ ９６ ７２ ９６ － ５８ １２３ ２５ ６２ ４４ １３

（B）Singaporean workers

Company A Company B

Chinese Malay Indian Chinese Malay Indian

Administrative/Managerial １６ － － １０ － －

Clerical/Technical １１７ ８ ３ ３６ １ ２

Forepersons １３２ ７ ５ ８ － －

Line Leaders ２４６ ２８ １８ ２４ － －

Operators ９１ ６ ３

TOTAL ５１１ ４３ ２６ １６９ ７ ５

Source: Author’s Surveys（November２００１，June２００２）．
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in the workplace and multi-ethnicity, based on the Table 15 �A . First, in re-
spect to the laborers in the indirect departments, the ratios for Singaporeans
are 24.8％ for Company A and 27.1％ for Company B, while those of Malay-
sians constituting a part of the foreign labor force are 3.6％ for Company A
and 2.3％ for Company B, and there are no foreign workers from other nations
in either company. In addition, regarding the respective indirect departments,
the administrative/managerial class is exclusively dominated by Singaporeans,
and Malaysians can be found only in clerical and technical work. On the other
hand, when it comes to the direct departments of production labor, out of total
Singaporeans in the respective companies, 33.9％ for Company A and 6.1％ for
Company B have been promoted to forepersons, while 98.7％ and 94.1％ of
Malaysians belong to the regular labor class（operators and line leaders）in
Company A and B, respectively, and likewise 100％ and 94.7％ for the other
foreign laborers at A and B. The in-house segregation among positions is
again clarified in this regard.

Turning to Table 15�B on the race-specific composition of Singaporean la-
borers, the table indicates the ratios in the indirect departments for Chinese
employees（i.e., the ratios of the Chinese Singaporean workers assigned to in-
direct departments out of the total Chinese Singaporean workers）are 26.0％
and 27.2％ for Company A and B, respectively, and likewise 18.6％ and 14.3％
for Malayans and 11.5％ and 40.0％ for Indians at Company A and B. The
data on the direct departments again show the Chinese-Singaporean domina-
tion in the composition of forepersons as well; Chinese-Singaporean employ-
ees accounted for 34.9％ of forepersons at Company A and 6.5％ at Company B,
in contrast to 20.0％ and 0％ for Malay-Singaporeans and 21.7％ and 0％ for
the Indian-Singaporeans at Company A and B, respectively. In addition, ac-
cording to the data on the race-specific breakdown of the Malaysian laborers,
which were available only for Company B, the Chinese-Malaysians numbered
46, in contrast to one Malay-Malaysian and nine Indian-Malaysians. From the
viewpoint of the population composition of Malaysia, this indicates the minor-
ity group of Chinese-Malaysians are the overwhelming majority of the Malay-
sian employees in Company B. Moreover, as mentioned earlier, some Malay-
sian laborers who acquired permanent residency with Malaysian nationality
are counted as Singaporeans（they contribute to CPF－the Central Provident
Fund－to gain eligibility for welfare programs that are equal to those for
workers with Singaporean nationality）. The permanent residents at Company
B account for 48 out of 181 Singaporean employees, and they are Chinese-
Malaysians as well. Namely, the company’s race composition is Chinese-
dominated not only for the Singaporean laborers but for the Malaysian labor-
ers.

As above mentioned, the disparity between Singaporeans and foreigners
in in-house workforce deployment and the internal racial disparity of Singapo-
reans/Malaysians are undeniable, even with the introduction of merit-and-
performance-based promotion systems within the indirect departments, direct
departments or each occupation class. In other words, under the race-specific
labor force composition topped with Chinese-Singaporeans, foreign laborers（in
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particular, from nations in the“nontraditional region”other than Malaysia）
stay at the lowest class.

Let us now examine if this race-specific composition of laborers correlates
with the composition of educational attainments. Table 16 presents the com-
position of laborers by educational attainment. As mentioned earlier, in the
definition of those who have educational attainments of higher or equal to sec-
ondary schools corresponding to high school graduates and above in other
Asian nations as highly-educated Singaporeans, the ratios of highly-educated
Singaporeans to total Singaporean laborers are 74.3％ and 35.9％ in Company
A and B, respectively. As for foreigners, when those with qualifications of high
schools and above in their home countries are defined as highly-educated, the
ratio of highly-educated Malaysians is 54.8％ for Company A and 0％ for Com-
pany B. Concerning other foreign laborers, all the Chinese in Company A be-
longed to the highly-educated group, since they have received skill trainings at
professional schools（or above），and high school graduates and above com-
prise 19.3％ in Company B. These figures show a higher ratio of the highly-
educated including foreign laborers at Company A in particular.

Table 16 �A on race-specific data of Singaporeans indicates the ratios of
highly-educated Chinese-Singaporeans are 74.9％ and 36.1％ for Company A
and B, respectively, and likewise 70.7％ and 28.6％ for Malay-Singaporeans
and 68.0％ and 40.0％ for Indian-Singaporeans. Although Company A marks

Table 16．Composition of workers by educational attainment

in Japanese-affiliated companies in Singapore

（A）Singaporean workers

Company A Company B

Chinese Malay Indian Chinese Malay Indian

Primary and Below ３８ ３ ２ ５４ ４ １

Lower Secondary ９０ ９ ６ ５４ １ ２

Secondary ４１ ６ ２ ９ － －

Junior College １３ － － － － －

Institute of Technical Education（ITE） ８１ １５ ８ ９ ２ －

Polytechnic １８２ ７ ４ ２６ － －

University ６４ １ ３ １７ － ２

TOTAL ５０９ ４１ ２５ １６９ ７ ５

（B）Foreign workers

Company A Company B

Malaysians Chinese Malaysians Chinese Indians Myanmarese Bangladeshis

Primary and Below ２ － ６ － － － －

Lower Secondary ７４ － ８１ ３８ １ ７ －

Higher Secondary ４０ － － － － － １

Junior College/Vocational School ４６ ９１ － １ ３ － －

University ６ ５ － １ － １ ４

TOTAL １６８ ９６ ８７ ４０ ４ ８ ５

Source: Author’s Surveys（August２００１，June２００２）．
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higher ratios of the highly-educated on the whole in a comparison of both com-
panies, no large differences can be found among the race groups within each
company. By integrating these findings with the discussed occupation-specific
employment composition, it can be assumed Chinese-Singaporeans were as-
signed to positions in accordance with their pre-employment educational at-
tainments and skills, then promoted in line with their post-employment skill
levels. However, it also can be pointed out that among Singaporeans, Malay
and Indian-Singaporeans have lower standards in terms of promotion to
higher positions compared to Chinese-Singaporeans. Moreover, as for foreign
laborers, the tenuous correlation between academic qualifications and occupa-
tions is perceived due to their major assignments to positions of clerical and
technical work in the indirect departments or to regular labor in the direct de-
partments, despite the relatively high ratios of highly-educated. In other
words, on one hand the promotion-wage consistent system within each posi-
tion is functioning based on merit and performance system（termed as“limited
merit system”in this paper）on the premise of academic hierarchy, but on the
other hand it is undeniable the factors of nationality/race, which are the given
attributes for laborers, prescribe the occupational differentiation.

Thus, Japanese enterprises in Singapore have been introducing the for-
eign labor force mainly into production labor due to the severe labor shortage
under the intra-firm labor force structure descending from Chinese-
Singaporeans at the uppermost position, yet the wage standards of employees
including foreign laborers are being upgraded. The wage composition of the
surveyed companies shows the average monthly amounts（basic pay）are S＄
850 for the regular labor class of the direct departments, S＄1,800 for foreper-
sons, and S＄5,900 for the administrative/managerial class of the indirect de-
partments, which reveals overall high wage standards in comparison with
neighboring nations even along with the substantial wage gaps among occupa-
tion levels. The expansion of enterprises into low-wage regions of neighboring
nations, together with the utilization of domestic foreign laborers, were urgent
as Singapore’s countermeasure against the severe labor shortage. The ex-
treme case is the Batam Island development, as discussed in the following
chapter.

5. The Peripheral Labor Markets of the“Growth Triangle”

Singapore’s development as a hub city and the proactive development of
external economic policies have been materialized at a variety of levels today,
involving�1 enhancement of functions as an OHQ within ASEAN, with the vi-
sion of the AFTA and international division of labor in the region（BBC -Brand
to Brand Complementation- Scheme, and AICO -ASEAN Industrial Cooperation-
Scheme）, �2 the shift overseas of labor-intensive manufacturing industry, es-
tablishment of industrial complexes and enticement of enterprises（including
both relocation of the developed nation-affiliated enterprises that expanded
into Singapore and multinationalization of Singaporean local enterprises）in
China（Wuxi）and Viet Nam（Binh Duong Province in the suburbs of Ho Chi
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Minh City），and�3 development of the regional market zone embracing neigh-
boring Malaysia and Indonesia. In this chapter, in comparison with the dis-
cussed domestic labor market formation of Singapore, the characteristics of
peripheral labor markets will be examined using the case of the Batam Island
development in Indonesia and its evolving peripheral labor markets, where
Singapore’s vision of a regional economic zone as part of the“Growth Trian-
gle”is being incorporated（refer to Figure 1 when necessary）．

Malaysia
Johor

Johor Bahra

Singapore

Batam

Riau Islands

Bintan

Indonesia

Figure 1. Johor-Singapore-Riau, the“growth triangle”

5.1 “The growth triangle concept”
After the summit between Singaporean Prime Minister Lee Kwan Yew

and Indonesian President Suharto in October 1989, Singaporean Senior Min-
ister Goh Chok Tong（Prime Minister of the time）declared in December of the
same year the“Growth Triangle”concept. Thereafter the concept was put into
practice. This“Growth Triangle”is the concept of a local economic zone strad-
dling Johor State in Malaysia and Riau Province in Indonesia, with the city-
state Singapore at the core. At the time of writing this paper in 2002, however,
agreement on the government-to-government level had been reached only be-
tween Singapore and Indonesia; the mutual interests among three nations
were not fully met. Under the intergovernmental accord, this concept made
rapid progress in the development of Riau Province in Indonesia, and above all
the development of the Batam/Bintan Island industrial complexes（Table 17
outlines the Batamindo Industrial Park, which functions as a hub of the
Batam Island development and the Bintan Industrial Estate）．

Three factors are particularly significant as reasons for Singapore’s active
promotion of the development of Riau Islands selected from among neighbor-
ing regions.
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The first is the need to cope with Singapore’s severe labor shortage, which
was examined earlier. The extreme attractiveness for Singapore lies in the
fact Indonesia has an overwhelming excess of labor and is also capable of pro-
viding a constant supply of quality labor with low wages（Note 4）．

The second factor is to tackle a serious water issue. The joint development
of water resources in Riau Province and a 50-year supply to Singapore were
pledged in the bilateral accord between Singapore and Indonesia in June 1991.
Singapore, which had been totally dependent on the water supply from Johor
in Malaysia（Johor Straits），aimed to secure plural supply resources through
Riau development. Because of its historical background of separation, Singa-
pore is always concerned about the potential for cooling political relations with
Malaysia. Therefore the triangle concept involving the water supply issue is
fraught with conflict issues between Singapore and Malaysia.

The third factor is the goal of achieving political stability by strengthen-
ing mutual dependence with neighboring nations as a Chinese-dominated city
state. Indonesia and Malaysia both bear serious ethnic problems, namely the
issue of Chinese within their country. The triangle concept can be seen as a
proactive response to the Chinese issue, as Singapore’s development as a hub
city is nothing short of the centralization of Chinese capital networks. In fact,
as described later, the Batam Island development under the government-to-
government agreement with Indonesia is aimed at collaboration with the
Salim Group, the largest Chinese conglomerate in Indonesia, as a private-
sector partner from the Indonesian side.

Indonesia’s concrete efforts under the triangle concept are made as the de-
velopment of Sumatra/Riau Provinces, the area that has drawn attention by
the government-to-government agreement with Singapore since the declara-
tion of the concept, as mentioned earlier. With the attempt of a full-scale shift
from conventional import substitute-driven development to export-oriented in-
dustrialization（deregulation, foreign capital inducement, fostering of export-
ing manufacturing industry）since the mid-1980s, the attraction of multina-
tional enterprises and establishment of export bases through construction of
industrial complexes in the Riau Islands are consistent with Indonesia’s new
development strategies, while simultaneously investments from domestic pri-

Table 17．Fast facts of the Batamindo industrial park

and the Bintan industrial estate （as of May，２００２）

Batamindo Bintan

Start of Operation Jan．１９９１ Jul．１９９４

Planned Development Area ５００ha ５００ha

Developed Area ３２０ha １１０ha

Number of Tenant Companies ８８ ３５

（Japanese Companies） ４２ ６

Total Investment US＄１billion US＄１５０million

Number of Workers ６６，０００ １３，０００

Gross Product US＄２billion US＄４０２million

Source: Internal Document of Sembcorp Parks Management.
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vate enterprises and employment creation are expected. Besides the afore-
mentioned water supply, the initial Riau Islands development program in-
cluded the industrial complexes and resort development in Batam and Bintan
Islands, food processing（of pork, crocodile meat, chicken, etc.）in Bulan Island
and the supply of processed food to Singapore, oil refining and ship repair in
Karimun Island, ship scrapping in Sinkep Island, and so on. The latter two
items aimed to expand Singapore’s oil refinery industry into surrounding ar-
eas by developing the areas as oil centers（oil transport, processing/refining
and storage）. It was, however, the industrial complex in Batam Island that
rushed to incorporate the triangle concept in 1990’s, and the development of
Bintan Island also made progress in the late 1990’s. The early start of Batam
Island development was realized under the right initial conditions, including
geographical convenience from Singapore（Batam Island is located within
commuting distance by boat for professional technicians and administrative/
managerial workers of expanding Singaporean enterprises），collaboration
with the Chinese conglomerate enterprises in Indonesia, and the already com-
pleted development of infrastructure to a certain stage as Indonesia sought
Batam Island development since the 1970’s.

In the meantime, in view of the economic collaboration between Johor
State in Malaysia and Singapore, before the triangle concept was under full-
scale implementation both countries had already been connected by the
Causeway, and the private-initiated regional development of Johor had pro-
gressed to a certain extent. Singapore’s direct investments in Johor amounted
to S＄800 million in the 1980’s with prospects of the latter’s development as a
manufacturing industry base, and let to on-site job creation for 75,000 workers.
In addition to the entries of Singaporean enterprises in the labor-intensive
sector such as textiles, electronics and plastics businesses, the iron industries
of Taiwan and Korea established production bases in Johor. Johor has been
undergoing transformation from a former rubber and palm oil plantation area
into an industrial area since the late 1980’s, and currently is dealing with the
second largest industrial production among all states in Malaysia, with 28 in-
dustrial complexes developed in just this single state in the late 1990’s. Be-
sides the annual influx of approximately 30,000 laborers from the other states
in Malaysia, quite a few illegal laborers enter Johor from all over Indonesia,
mainly Sumatra Island. In contrast, Malaysian workers in Johor are commut-
ing out to Singapore, and as mentioned earlier reached 25,000 per day in the
late 1980’s and 30,000 to 40,000 in the late 1990’s. Moreover, annually 7.6 mil-
lion of tourists visit Johor Bahru from Singapore（The overwhelming majority
is visitors from Singapore on one-day sightseeing trips），and this tourism reve-
nue has become a significant financial resource for Johor State. Data on the
share of GDP by state in Malaysia indicate that Johor jumped from 11％ in
1980 to 28％ in 1990, and the annual growth rate of the manufacturing indus-
try in Johor was over 10％ in the early 1990’s.

In this way, industrialization of Johor made stable progress in the form of
peripheralization of the Singaporean economy and is considered to actually
play a part in Singapore’s triangle concept. However, since Johor is positioned
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just as a labor-intensive production base in the triangle concept, this has an
aspect rather opposed to the strategies of the Malaysian government’s devel-
opment policies today, which aim at a transition into high value-added and
capital/technology intensive industries. The Malaysian government’s uphold-
ing of“Vision 2020”（Wawasan 2020）might have arisen from skepticism that
the beneficiary of the triangle concept is Singapore. These factors are hinder-
ing the establishment of full-scale bilateral collaboration in the form of an in-
tergovernmental accord.

Thus, the triangle concept can be regarded as a vision of the“Extended
Metropolitan Regions（EMR）”of Singapore, namely, a vision to embrace Johor
State in Malaysia and Riau Province in Indonesia on the premise of Singa-
pore’s prospective function as a hub city（Ginsburg, et al., 1991）. Currently the
country responding proactively to Singapore’s strategies is Indonesia, which
can share some benefits from the development strategies, namely the develop-
ment of Batam and Bintan Islands under favorable conditions. Because the of-
ficial intergovernmental documents were signed only between Singapore and
Indonesia as mentioned before, however, a scheme on the division of labor be-
tween Johor and Riau has not been projected initially. In other words, even
under the name of triangle, the actual collaboration remains in a bridge shape
with Singapore as the cornerstone. In the case of Batam Island, the following
chapter provides an overview of the Batamindo Industrial Park located in the
center of this island, of which development progressed rapidly in the 1990’s in
line with the triangle concept.

5.2 The development of Batam island and the Batamindo industrial park
In 1983, the government-linked conglomerate, Singapore Technologies In-

dustrial Corporation Ltd.（STIC）was established under the Singapore Tech-
nology（ST）Group, a Ministry of Finance-led holding company in Singapore,
and commenced promotion of the infrastructure development project not only
within Singapore but in the Asia region as a Ministry of Finance-affiliated en-
terprise. The action plan marked the onset of Singapore’s development strate-
gies with the aim of encouraging an international division of labor in the re-
gion through expansion of production bases to peripheral areas by means of
Singapore’s specialization as an OHQ, namely an Asia regional center of trade,
finance and information, along with its industrial sophistication as mentioned
earlier.

The ST Group subsequently divided its project grounds into five fields of
land transport, marine, airline, private business, and venture business in line
with its organizational restructuring in 1989, and STIC was assigned to pri-
vate business-related projects. STIC projects were put into practice in 1990s,
but the actual progress was made in the industrial development projects in
Batam and Bintan Islands, Riau Province in Indonesia, in Wuxi, Jiangsu Prov-
ince in China, and in Ho Chi Minh City, Viet Nam（the industrial park is lo-
cated in Binh Duong Province adjacent to Ho Chi Minh City）. Afterwards in
October 1998, when another restructuring of the project organization was car-
ried out, STIC was merged with Sembawang Corporation under the same Min-
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istry of Finance umbrella and reborn as SembCorp Industries. In accordance
with this restructuring, the marketing and organizational operation of the
Batamindo Industrial Park were taken over by SembCorp Parks Management
（SPM）in charge of the infrastructure projects of SembCorp Industries. Cur-
rently SPM implements the integrated management of four industrial com-
plexes, i.e., the Batamindo Industrial Park, the Bintan Industrial Estate, the
Wuxi Singapore Industrial Park（WSIP in Wuxi）, and the Viet Nam Singapore
Industrial Park（VSIP in Ho Chi Minh City）. The joint development projects
with Indonesia, as mentioned before, made progress at a stroke after the decla-
ration of the triangle concept by Senior Minister Go Chok Tong in December
1989, in the wake of the Singapore-Indonesia summit on Batam Island devel-
opment in October of that year.

The Indonesian government’s Batam Island development concept dates
back to 1971. In that year, Batam Industrial Development Authority（BIDA）
was established and the State Minister for Science and Technology of the time,
B. J. Habibie was inaugurated as chairman. In November 1978, the whole of
Batam Island was designated a bonded zone. Full-scale Batam Island devel-
opment, however, started from 1989, and the development plan progressed
rapidly when a Singapore-Indonesia joint venture company was founded
aimed at construction of the Batamindo Industrial Park（BIP）in January 1990.
The development entities are BIM（Batamindo Industrial Management Pte.
Ltd.）from the Singapore side and BIC（PT. Batamindo Investment Corpora-
tion）from the Indonesia side, and the investment ratio of those entities are
likely to be as shown in Table 18. Besides STIC, Jurong Environmental Engi-
neering Pte. Ltd.（JEE, a Ministry of Trade and Industry-affiliated enter-
prise）from Singapore joined the project, and in Indonesia the Salim Group,
the largest Chinese conglomerate, did likewise. In light of the fact that STIC
and JEE were government-affiliated enterprises and STIC was substantially
engaged in marketing, there was no doubt this was a Singapore-initiated de-
velopment project from the beginning.

Table 18．Investment ratios of the Batamindo

industrial park

BIM

（Singapore）

BIC

（Indonesia）

STIC ３０％ ３０％

JEE ２０％ １０％

Salim Group ５０％ ６０％

Source: STIC Pamphlet（Issued; February，１９９８）．

The commencement ceremony of the industrial park was held in Batam
Island in February 1990, and in April Sumitomo Wiring Systems signed a con-
tract as the first tenant. The project plan preceded according to the“Economic
Cooperation Investment Protection Agreement for Development of Riau Prov-
ince”that both governments formally signed in August of that year.

In the mid-1990’s, Riau Province in Sumatra became one of Indonesia’s
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domestic development bases（following Jakarta Special Administrative Dis-
trict and West Java Province in terms of investment amount by province），and
most of the current investments into Riau Province are related to the Batam
Island development. Based on the economic census of Indonesia in 1996（the
latest decennial census），Table 19 indicates the industry-specific laborer com-
position of Batam Island in Riau Province, and Table 20 the scale-specific com-
position of the manufacturing businesses（both tables exclude the agricultural
census）. These tables reveal that laborers and large-scale businesses in the
manufacturing industry are concentrated in Batam Island in Riau Province,
one of the domestic development-prioritized areas.

Batam was a fishermen’s island with a population of approximately 7,000
until the early 1970’s. It is located 20 kilometers south of Singapore, with a to-
tal land area of 415 square kilometers（around two-thirds the size of Singa-
pore）. Construction of industrial parks from the early 1990’s rapidly trans-
formed the island, and the population and the labor force population swelled
to 155,000 and 69,600, respectively, as of 1995. Among the eight industrial
parks on the island, the Batamindo Industrial Park（in Muka Kuning）with
completed infrastructure shows intensive progress of the joint development

Table 19．Composition of workers by industry in Riau province/Batam island（１９９６）

Riau Province（５Districts，２Cities） Batam Island

Number of

Workers

Composition

Ratios（％）

Number of

Workers

Composition

Ratios（％）

Mining １４，２７９ ２．３ １３４ ０．１

Manufacturing １５２，９９９ ２５．０ ４９，９４５ ４３．９

Electricity/Gas/Water Supply ３，５１５ ０．６ ６４４ ０．６

Construction ４１，２７２ ６．８ １０，８１８ ９．５

Commerce/Hotel/Restaurant ２７７，２５４ ４５．４ ２９，０２５ ２５．５

Transport/Telecommunication ３８，２４６ ６．３ ８，０１３ ７．０

Finance １０，２２９ １．７ １，２９８ １．１

Real Estate/Rental/Service ７３，０５４ １２．０ １３，８３３ １２．２

TOTAL ６１０，８４８ １００ １１３，７１０ １００

Source: Indonesia, Biro Pusat Statistik［１９９６］．

Table 20．Composition of manufacturing businesses by business scale

in Riau province/Batam island

Business Scale

（Classification by Number of

Workers）

Riau Province（５Districts，２Cities） Batam Island

Number of

Businesses

Composition

Ratios（％）

Number of

Businesses

Composition

Ratios（％）

≦４ １８，２３６ ８６．９ ３０５ ４９．０

５－１９ ２，３６８ １１．３ １６９ ２７．１

２０－９９ ２３０ １．１ ６３ １０．１

１００－４９９ １０２ ０．５ ５６ ９．０

５００≦ ５５ ０．３ ３０ ４．８

TOTAL ２０，９９１ １００ ６２３ １００

Source: Indonesia, Biro Pusat Statistik［１９９６］．
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with Singapore. Apart from the Batamindo Industrial Park, the Kabil Indus-
trial Estate and the Kwang Hwa Industrial Estates are in service, but only a
few companies had made contracts as of 1997. Substantially contributing to
the sweeping progress of construction, especially in the early 1990’s, the total
investment amount of Batamindo development reached US＄1 billion with a
development area of 320ha as of May 2002. Changes in the number of facto-
ries in Table 21 show 133 constructed factories, 81 contracted tenants, 74 in-
service factories, and 46,000 laborers at the end of 1995. All the enterprises
moved in after deregulation in 1989, and these industrial parks maintain the
principle of independent entry with full foreign capital. While enjoying the
benefits of low wages and low land prices, enterprises expanding into
Batamindo are bestowed various favorable conditions, including the possibility
to start a business with minimal initial investment thanks to the plant rental
system, simplification of tariff procedures based on the area’s status as a
bonded zone（in addition to common preferential measures such as exemption
from the SGS inspections conducted at other industrial parks in Indonesia, the
batch processing of tariffs at seaports/airports on Batam Island is simple and
convenient for companies），and free raw-material imports on the condition of
re-exportation of products.

Table 21．Changes in number of factories

in the Batamindo industrial park

End of１９９３ End of１９９４ End of１９９５

Constructed ８０ １０４ １３３

Tenant Acquisition ５６ ６６ ８１

In Service ５０ ６０ ７４

Sold during the Duration ０ ６ １３

Cumulative Sale ０ ６ １９

Source: Global Investment（NRI），No．９６－５４，June１９９６．

Table 22 presents the numbers of tenant companies and their employees
in the Batamindo Industrial Park as of April 1998, based on categorization of
country/region. Japanese-affiliated enterprises represent 51.8％ of the num-
ber of enterprises and 60.9％ of the number of workers. Some of the Japanese-
affiliated enterprises in Batam Island relocated from Singapore, while others
expanded into Batam directly from Japan. Twenty out of 43 Japanese-
affiliated enterprises in the table transferred from Singapore to Batam or real-
ized new plant expansion on Batam Island rather than within Singapore. In
any event, it is obvious the industrial parks on Batam Island are significant
expansion sites for Japanese-affiliated firms, and although having their head-
quarters in Singapore many of these firms export all of the products to third
countries through Singapore. This is the typical case of business expansion by
multinational enterprises of developed nations in line with Singapore’s devel-
opment as a hub city. Singaporean enterprises are second only to Japanese en-
terprises in number, and needless to say this movement is a relocation of their
production bases to Batam Island. This is a part of the triangle concept and
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also the onset of multinationalization of Singaporean enterprises.
Table 23 gives us industry-specific classification of enterprises and the

breakdown by country as of May 2002. The table clarifies that Batamindo has
strengthened its characteristics as a high-tech industrial complex, in that elec-
trical and electronics companies are overwhelming in number. Parts produc-
tion related to high-tech businesses is categorized by labor-intensive indus-
tries in which segmentation and smoothing of production processes are ad-
vanced significantly, and this is the business sector proactively attracted as
the result of Singapore advocating its characteristics as a high-tech city. Thus,
functioning as the core of the industrial complexes on Batam Island,
Batamindo has a large number of high-tech tenant companies consisting
mainly of Japanese-affiliated and Singaporean firms. We can examine charac-
teristics of the labor market in the industrial complexes on Batam Island
through a case analysis of expanding enterprises.

Table 23．The Batamindo industrial park: classification of enterprises by industry（as of May２００５）

Industry

（Classified by Major Products）

Number of Companies Breakdown by Countries

％ Japan Singapore Europe USA Others

Electric/Electronic ５０ ５６．８ ２８ ８ ８ ６ －

Precise Devises １１ １２．５ ８ ２ － － １

Plastic １０ １１．４ ２ ７ － － １

Package ６ ６．９ ２ ３ － － １

Medical Products ３ ３．４ １ － ２ － －

Others ８ ９．１ １ ４ ２ １ －

TOTAL ８８ １００ ４２ ２４ １２ ７ ３

Source: Internal Document of Sembcorp Parks Management.

Note: Others in the Industry column refer to enterprises with difficult identification of their major products.

5.3 The labor market on Batam island
This chapter examines the characteristics of the labor market on Batam

Island based on the case of Japanese-affiliated enterprises that play a key role
in expanding multinational enterprises. To begin, let us overview Japanese-
affiliated Company C（a tenant in the Batamindo Industrial Park）surveyed in

Table 22．The Batamindo industrial park: occupancy conditions by nation/region

（as of April１９９８）

Number of Companies Number of Workers Number of Workers per Company

％ ％ Average Maximum Minimum

Japan ４３ ５１．８ ２８，８８７ ６０．９ ６７２ ４，０８０ １３

Singapore ２３ ２７．７ ５，８７９ １２．４ ２５６ ７６８ ２１

Europe １０ １２．０ ７，３０９ １５．４ ７３１ ２，９０４ ３４

USA ４ ４．８ ２，７７２ ５．８ ６９３ １，１４６ ６７

Others ３ ３．６ ２，６０９ ５．５ ８６９ １，７１５ ８７

TOTAL ８３ １００ ４７，４５６ １００ （５７２） － －

Source: Internal Document of STIC.
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August 1999.
Company C started its operation in 1993 with capital of ＄1 million

through an independent entry with full investment from Japan. This company
is a manufacturer of computer peripherals, and developed its business over-
seas in Malaysia in the late 1980’s, leaving the HQ function and R&D depart-
ment in Japan. Due to the labor shortage and escalating labor costs in Malay-
sia, however, it decided to shift its production base to Batam Island in its sub-
sequent expansion. According to the international wage level in this industry,
the level on Batam Island is one-third the level in Malaysia. Having only an
office in Singapore, Company C’s plants in Batamindo produced 36 million
units of CD-Rom drives and components annually（of which 4,400,000 are
drives）（1998）. Total sales volume in 1998 was US＄271.2 million. Forty-five
percent of parts are supplied by associated firms on Batam Island and the bal-
ance is dependent on imports from Japan. Sixty-nine percent of the products
are re-exported to Japan via Singapore, and 31％ are shipped to the local en-
terprise of Company C in Malaysia.

Although Company C is not a Japanese-affiliated multinational enter-
prise that moved to Batam Island directly from Singapore, it can still enjoy
various preferential treatments offered in the“Growth Triangle”，and bene-
fits from corporate management directly linked to Singapore by locating itself
in the Batam Industrial Park developed with Singaporean initiatives. From
the perspective of Singapore, while averting the soaring domestic land price
and labor costs as well as difficulties of labor procurement, this enables Singa-
pore to attract multinational enterprises from developed nations into its own
economic zone.

The next section examines characteristics of the labor market in
Batamindo such as in-house composition of occupation classes, career patterns
and supply-source echelons of laborers, based on data provided by the sur-
veyed company, a compilation of questionnaires collected from laborers（sam-
ple survey）and this author’s interview survey.

Table 24 depicts the composition of laborers by working class. White-
collar staffs are highly-educated with educational attainments of professional
schools, junior colleges and above. Most of them are male. They are formally

Table 24．Composition of occupations in a Japanese-affiliated company

in Batam island

Japanese
Indonesians

Males Females

Directors（Board Members） ３ １ －

Ahli Technik（Technical Advisors） ２ － －

Staffs（Clerical/Managerial Workers） １ １４ １

Line Leaders（Forepersons） － １３５ ５６

Operators（Regular Workers） － ５９ ２，２８７

Subkons（Temporary Workers） － － ２８９

TOTAL ６ ２０９ ２，６３３

Source: Author’s Survey（August１９９９）．
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hired on two-year contracts, but excluding a tiny number of ineligible indi-
viduals more than 95％ can convert their status to permanent employment af-
ter two years. In reality, they are treated as permanent employees since entry
into the workforce. The hierarchy of clerical, technical and administrative/
managerial works in the indirect departments, generically termed“staff,”is
classified into 9 ranks. The ascending order of classifications in accordance
with the promotion grade is Supervisor（Junior→Deputy→Senior）→Execu-
tive（Junior→Deputy→Senior）→Manager（Junior→Deputy→Senior）. This is
a consistent promotion and pay-hike system in which workers climb up the hi-
erarchy through promotion appraisals and are given wages based on their po-
sitions and service years. More precisely, after working for the prescribed
length of service in each rank, an employee who passes a promotion examina-
tion with recommendations from his/her boss moves to a higher position. In
other words, administrative/managerial workers（or candidates）are able to
achieve promotion to a more highly-paid assignment/class after attaining a
positive evaluation in a personnel appraisal using the skills acquired through
in-house training. Although the labor administration policy on the manage-
ment side appears to adopt a Japan-style seniority system for the administra-
tive/managerial class, this seniority system is just considered in order to have
more elderly workers with longer service in the upper occupational classes on
the whole. In reality, age/service-years cannot determine the position/salary,
and in personnel appraisals the competence evaluation（task achievements）is
highly regarded because promotion and wage gaps are widened through the
appraisal. Japanese staffs explained that local highly-educated employees ex-
pect a competence evaluation system rather than Japan-style seniority system,
and further introduction of a merit system（emphasis on promotion by compe-
tence evaluation rather than service years, expansion of the portion of
performance-based wage, etc.）is inevitable as a labor incentive for the local
administrative/managerial classes（introduction of“limited merit system”）．

Treatment of operators（regular laborers）who are production workers（in
the direct department），on the other hand, is completely different from that of
the aforementioned workers in the indirect department. Operators are short-
term employees on a two-year contract basis, and renewals are not permitted
in principle. This regulation is uniformly applied to all factories in this indus-
trial park in accordance with the inter-enterprise agreement. Despite the fact
educational attainments of high school and above are needed as application
requirements for entry into the workforce, the overwhelming majority of the
applicants are young females. At the production sites, line leaders distin-
guished from general operators are allocated. The line leaders are hired
through employment procedures different from those for operators, and the
majority are males with educational attainments of professional schools or
junior colleges. As incentives to motivate general operators, Company C re-
news contracts for only a handful of top-quality human resources selected
from operators（a few percent）to position them as senior operators（on a one-
year contract），and further hires some of those selected as line leaders. Some
Japanese staffs said such Company C-like activities as renewal of a tiny num-
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ber of workers are accepted among enterprises and left to the discretion of the
enterprise concerned.

At the lowest class of the occupation hierarchy, external workers called
subkons（abbreviation of subkontraks）are positioned. Company C entrusts
employment of subkons to a temporary employment agency on Batam Island,
which takes entire responsibilities for labor management of subkons. Subkons
are usually hired on a monthly basis with the maximum term of 6 months, and
their employment term is irregular and unstable because subkons play a role
of buffer to adjust to fluctuations in labor demand. Nevertheless, subkons ful-
fill the exactly same duties as general operators, and are distinguished only by
the color of work caps.

In this way, highly-educated white-collar workers in clerical, technical and
management occupations are clearly differentiated from blue-collar workers
who are high school graduates at the production site, in terms of conditions for
continued service, gender division of labor and skill formation, which clarifies
the segmentation of the internal labor market. Skill formation linked to a pro-
motion/pay raise is required only for staffs, and young female production la-
borers replaced every two years are engaged only in the unskilled-manual la-
bor in which skill formation is scarcely required and never requested. Some
staffs said in the interview that production laborers’ works have small differ-
ences according to assigned lines, but since these skills can be acquired
through approximately 3-10 days of on-the-job training, almost no segregation
in works can be found in qualitative and quantitative points of view with the
uniform wage payment. Thorough inhibition of labor costs is made by hiring
approximately 90％ of workers as operators at the minimum wage, who will
never promoted and be replaced every two years.

Let us next examine recruiting of workers. Mass employment at the com-
mencement of operation was outsourced to Tunaskarya（a member company of
the Salim Group），the exclusive temporary employment agency of the indus-
trial park. While Tunaskarya is successively commissioned to recruit only op-
erators, recruitments of staffs and subkons（temporary workers）are handled
by classified ads and the temporary employment agencies on the island, re-
spectively. It is said that for staff recruitment by classified advertisements,
applicants are more than 100 times the number of expected hires. Moreover,
job seekers are always found in front of the gate, and in the case of operator re-
cruitment dozens of applicants can be found only in front of the gate. The fac-
tory never has a shortage of applicants owing to the following conditions:
quite a few young job seekers come from Java or Sumatra after hearing of the
Batam Industrial Park（Riau has the highest minimum wage of all provinces
in Indonesia），and the unemployed who left their jobs at other factories after
two-year employment remain while seeking for another job on Batam Island.
The fact that excessive labor force is pooled enables operation of several tem-
porary employment agencies on the island（Note 5）．

In the case of recruitment through Tunaskarya, staffs in personnel affairs
conduct final selections at the examination sites throughout the country from
a list of applicants primarily selected by Tunaskarya in the major cities across
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the nation. In the recruitment of operators, a general academic examination
and a job interview are imposed on high school graduates, and in the staff re-
cruitment, applicants are selected from among the highly-educated profes-
sional school, junior college graduates and above with a high regard for lin-
guistic abilities（of English）. An employee in personnel affairs indicated Ja-
karta, Yogyakarta, Malang, Medan, Padang and Palembang as the final exami-
nation sites for recent recruitment through Tunaskarya. In each case, labor-
ers are procured from all over Indonesia and not restricted to specific areas.
The home-land-specific data of employees offered by the company show 959
（37.1％），the largest in number, are from Central Java, and a throng of Java-

nese are recruited from Central and East Java（1,598 or 62.2％ from all of
Java）. Local employees from Sumatra numbered 944（37.0％），which is com-
mensurate in scale with that of Central Java. These situations imply a certain
systematic approach and openness in the labor market are achieved, because
labor force procurement is carried out though private recruiting companies or
by hiring（or rehiring）workers who flock to Batam Island from all over Indo-
nesia through classified ads or local temporary employment companies. At the
same time, however, one should not overlook the fact the labor market on
Batam Island is characterized by the special factor that from the beginning,
the majority of the labor force has been sought outside the island in light of
the background of the Batam Island development.

Based on the sample survey, a summary（51 valid responses）of the distri-
bution of social classes（classified by the parents’ occupations）indicates high
composition ratios are observed in the order of civil servants（administration,
33.3％），the self-employed（21.6％），and farmers（13.7％），with civil servants
in a broader sense（including administrators, soldiers and teachers）compris-
ing 45.1％（the sample survey was of the operator class excluding subkons.
The subsequent data were taken with the same condition）. This means labor-
ers are recruited nationwide mainly from Central and East Java and Sumatra,
and many of them are from highly-educated laborer households such as civil
servants in a broad sense. The overwhelming majority of production workers
in the Batamindo Industrial Park are, as mentioned earlier, young female high
school graduates, who are classified as the highly-educated in view of the com-
position of academic qualifications in Indonesia, and it is noteworthy that
upper-class households are the main supply source of laborers.

Compilation of the workers’ survey sheets revealed that the composition
ratio of the job-transfer experienced workers reached 68％. Their former
workplace（41 valid responses）was indicated to be Sumatra for 19 workers
（46.3％），of whom 14 were on Batam Island. This suggests a large number of

job seekers are looking for re-employment on Batam Island after fulfilling two-
year contracts. Many production laborers at the factory are young females;
the majority of them are not new graduates, but have certain working experi-
ence, and quite a few of these laborers wish to be reemployed on Batam Island
after completion of their two-year contract.

Concerning the gender and age composition of laborers, the company data
on gender composition indicates that 93％ of local laborers are females, and
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the results from the sample survey show more than half of all females belong
to the under-24 age bracket, which reveals most production workers are young
females. Moreover, the composition of workers’ educational attainments indi-
cates production laborers who are high school graduates represent over 90％
of all laborers. Professional-school/junior-college graduates and above are
working as line leaders at production sites or are permanent employees en-
gaged in clerical, technical, and professional work.

From these aspects, we can conclude that more than 90％ of the laborers
are young female high school graduates on two-year contracts working as un-
skilled/manual labor with no need of skill formation at workplaces, while
many of line leaders, clerks, technicians, and professionals are the highly-
educated males; in other words, it is distinctive that the segmented internal
labor market is formed based on labor division by academic qualifications and
gender.

Company C is run 24 hours on a two-shift system, and 4-hour overtime
with no choice for the operators is the normal condition adding up the actual
working hours of 11 hours and 20 minutes. For work on Saturdays and Sun-
days, the workers are mobilized irregularly in response to demand, and in
principle the laborers have to work on order from the factory side, which
means in fact the workers have no right of choice on the nighttime shift or
overtime on Saturdays and Sundays. For example, the working hours for the
daytime shift are 8:00 to noon, 12:40 to 16:00, and overwork from 16:00 till
20:00, while those for the nighttime shift are 20:00 to midnight, 0:40 to 4:00,
and overwork from 4:00 to 8:00. The author was informed that quality and ef-
ficient production was pursued under strict on-site supervision by male line
leaders and others of young female production workers in such long working
hours.

In relation to this point I would like to make an additional remark on the
issue of introduction of so-called Japanese-style management/production sys-
tems, as well as the extent of their establishment. Another noticeable point on
the inter-enterprise agreement of the industrial parks in Batam Island is that
no enterprise conducts mutual headhunting of employees in principle during
the two-year contracts. This agreement nips in the bud massive job separation,
in a country known for prevalent job-hopping. Since almost no disparity is
found in wage standards（legal minimum wage），at least for production labor-
ers, disparities in other working conditions（working hours, welfare programs,
labor intensity and disciplines, multiethnic and multi-religious working envi-
ronments, etc.）tend to trigger job-hopping. Therefore managements attempt
to sidestep chaos at production sites by means of this agreement. The situ-
ation that requires such an agreement suggests no intention to actively intro-
duce Japanese-style management/production systems and management’s
awareness of the difficulties of establishing Japanese-style systems. The char-
acteristics of Japanese-style management such as lifetime employment, a sen-
iority system（promotion/wage raise system by seniority），and collective
decision-making can be introduced in most job fields for clerical and manage-
rial work. In such production sites where laborers are regularly replaced and
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working discipline is prioritized, the aspects of Japanese-style production sys-
tems that elicit laborers’ ingenuity and flexibility for duty assignments
through collective reform/improvement campaigns or cultivation of multi-
skilled workers are not devised. In other words, Japanese-style management
and production systems are pursued only in a restrictive and limping manner.
Rather, the maintenance and improvement of productivity by precise practices
of manuals appear to be imposed on short-term-employed young females at
production sites under strict working disciplines.

Lastly, let us discuss wage standards. The pay for operators is standard-
ized as the minimum wage in Indonesia in principle, as mentioned before. Line
leaders and staffs are evaluated in a personnel appraisal（with greater empha-
sis on performance than length of service and age），and the promotion system
works with a focus on wages based on abilities. Although minute wage data by
position are not available, the wage for operators at the time of the survey was
Rp.290,000（per month, the same below; the legal minimum wage at the time
of the survey was revised in April 1999），to which commuted rations and over-
time allowance are added（a housing allowance is not provided because all op-
erators stay at company dormitories in principle）. On the other hand, the local
staffs are paid Rp.500,000 to 1,000,000 as a base pay according to post, and the
assignment allowance（for administrative/managerial works）（Rp.40,000 to
1,800,000 depending on the post），commutation allowance（Rp.70,000 to
140,000）and housing allowance（Rp.150,000 to 300,000）are added to this.
These allowances result in further widening the wage gap with operators.
Among local laborers, monthly payment to young female production laborers is
approximately Rp.300,000, in contrast to Rp.3,000,000 to 5,000,000 for male
staffs in upper positions. In the case of Japanese staffs, the salary probably
exceeds Rp.10,000,000 per month. These large wage disparities among work-
ing classes are set as incentive for long-term service through in-house promo-
tion, at least for clerical, technical and administrative/managerial workers,
which is also part of the wage and personnel policies of Japanese enterprises.

We have identified various working characteristics in the Batamindo In-
dustrial Park using the case of Japanese-affiliated Company C, including the
following:�1 the segmented nature of the internal labor market, clearly di-
vided in terms of employment requirements between staffs and operators, con-
ditions of continued service, gender division of labor, skill formation;�2 the un-
stable employment of subkons at the very bottom of the occupational hierar-
chy;�3 the extreme wage disparities corresponding to laborer grading;�4 the
fact the main supply-source social class of regular workers recruited through-
out the country is highly-educated laborer households;�5 the unstable em-
ployment and lack of systematic utilization of production laborers（young fe-
male laborers）on two-year contracts in principle; and �6 the prioritization of
labor discipline and introduction of a“limited merit system”．These are the
employment characteristics of the labor-intensive sector disposed at the pe-
riphery of the regional economic zone anchored by Singapore; that is to say, of
the high-tech industrial complex positioned at the bottom of the international
division of labor.
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6. Conclusions

This paper examined the structure of the domestic labor market in Singa-
pore, the development of the peripheral labor market under the regional eco-
nomic zone concept proactively initiated by Singapore, and characteristics of
both labor markets with macro data and case studies. The key points are
again summarized as follows.

What is remarkable within Singapore is the grading of the labor force,
with Chinese-Singaporeans and the skilled foreign labor force from developed
nations（managers, specialists, and technicians）at the top and unskilled for-
eign labor force from neighboring Asian nations（in production labor/urban
general work）at the bottom. Each labor force enters the segmented and mul-
tilayered labor market in accordance with its educational attainments, skills,
nationality and race.

The case analysis of Japanese-affiliated enterprises deals with these facts
at the level of individual enterprises. The graded in-firm labor force composi-
tion topped with Chinese-Singaporeans among the local labor force under
Japanese staff can be observed again here. Workers are subject to the con-
straints of the segmented internal labor market on the premise of a hierarchy
based on educational attainments in the local society and a“limited merit sys-
tem”within each working class, and furthermore, even the“merit system”it-
self is restricted by the features of the laborers’ given factors such as national-
ity and race. A production system strongly depending on a foreign labor force
is now inevitable in Singapore even for foreign-affiliated companies.

Moreover, such globalization of the labor force expands beyond Singapore
to the regional economic zone embracing the surrounding nations in line with
the“expanding metropolitan frontier”of the city-state Singapore. The“Growth
Triangle,”a straightforward instance approaching realization, is siphoning the
labor forces of neighboring nations into international labor markets through
the expansion of multinational enterprises from developed nations and multi-
nationalized domestic enterprises.

The Batamindo Industrial Park on Batam Island demonstrated the rapid
progress of the“Growth Triangle”development. In this industrial complex,
multinational enterprises from Japan and Singapore have settled en masse,
and the firms of developed nations and Singapore mainly supply the skilled
professional/technical labor force while Indonesia provides the unskilled labor
force at production sites. The demands of heterogeneous labor forces from
both Singapore and Indonesia are catered to in this venue. The major bracket
in the production labor force consists of young females belonging to the highly-
educated class in Indonesia, even with their actual status as production labor-
ers, and masses of clusters of highly-educated labor forces, who are unable to
enter the upper labor markets such as foreign-affiliated enterprises, are
pooled as supply pressure（refer to Chapter�）. The labor force recruited from
all over Indonesia forms the explicit disparity structure of employment with
its characteristics such as position classification by educational attainments,
limping and segmented internal labor market, a“limited merit system”only
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open for indirect department laborers, short-term/unskilled production labor,
in-house gender division of labor, and wage disparity. The labor market on
Batam Island can be regarded as a case of a labor market in labor-intensive in-
dustries comprising the bottom of the international division of labor, located
on the periphery of the international regional economic zone.

Professor, Hokkaido University

Notes
１．The following references were consulted for the outline of Singapore’s economy:

Masato Ikuta and Toshio Matsuzawa（eds.）［2000］, Garry Rodan（Keiko Tamura et
al., tr.）［1992］, Toshiaki Hayashi（eds.）［1990］, Lim Chong Yah（eds.）［1995］
２．Since the availability of detailed information on foreign laborers working in Singa-

pore is extremely limited, it is difficult to grasp the actual conditions. The case of the
rare survey covering Malaysians completed by Sieh Lee Mei Ling in 1985 is intro-
duced below. Although the survey period was somewhat long ago, interesting data
were collected.

The survey covered 408 Malaysians, of which 200 were working in Singapore（in-
cluding commuters），and 208 were already away from work and back in Malaysia at
the time of survey with working experience in Singapore. The essentials of the find-
ings are summarized into five points as follows.

�1 Malaysian workers mainly consist of youth, more than 50％ and approximately
80％ of whom are under the ages of 25 and 30, respectively. Of the laborers working
in Singapore, those with a work permit account for 79％ of the total, while it is said
that 68％ of the returnees have acquired a work permit previously. Looked at con-
versely, 20 to 30％ of the surveyed individuals were illegal workers.

�2 The educational attainments of Malaysians entering the workforce in Singapore
are relatively high, and approximately 70％ of the workers were secondary-education
graduates. Looking at Malaysians working in Singapore by race, Chinese comprise
about half（around 40％ were Malays），and in light of the racial composition ratio of
Malaysians this implies that Chinese had a greater concentration. Moreover,
Chinese-Malaysians are long-stay workers and have higher skill levels than Malay-
Malaysians. Meanwhile, in the returnees’ group Chinese are the minority, accounting
for less than 30％, and a number of unskilled Malay workers have returned home
（details of correlation between race and industry/occupation, and gender segregation
remain unclear）.

�3 Regarding the correlation between home land and industry, the largest supply
source of working Malaysians is Johor province（25％）, and multitudes of Johorean
workers are commuters engaged in the manufacturing industry. The second greatest
share is comprised of Kelantanese（20％）who are mainly unskilled construction
workers. Workers from Perak, of which the majority are Indian Malaysians, rank in
third place and are mainly engaged in the shipbuilding industry.

�4 In classification of occupations categorized by skill level at time of entry into the
workforce, 68％are assigned to unskilled labor, and adversely only 7％ of laborers are
hired as skilled workers. Although skills can be upgraded after certain years of em-
ployment, it seems that those who accede to positions as semiskilled workers are
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mainly Chinese-Malaysians due to their relatively long working experience. With re-
gard to wage levels, 11％ of workers in the occupational classes requiring proficiency
earn over S＄1,000 per month, while most workers are in the S＄500 to S＄700 in-
come class（40％）．

�5 With regard to working period in Singapore, the tabulation of returnees shows
that 40％ of them work for less than one year（several months in most cases），20％
for a period from one to two years and 17％ for over five years. This means that
scores of workers among work-permit holders had returned home at the time of sur-
vey after short-term employment under six months, while some of them repeatedly
acquired renewal permission for their work permit（maximum 11 times）. On the
other hand, 62％ of the laborers under employment in Singapore at that time had al-
ready stayed over two years, and 27％ for more than five years. Most of them were
not provided with information on the foreign worker policies of Singapore’s govern-
ment, however. Replying to the question on future employment, 80％ answered“Hop-
ing to have another renewal of work permit”，but a future employment guarantee at
that time depended upon government policies.

The survey results described above imply, in the case of Malaysians taking up em-
ployment in Singapore, that quite a number of them are secondary and higher educa-
tion graduates and they prefer highly-paid jobs in Singapore even when unskilled la-
bor. In such a society of educational credentials, within Malaysia they tend to avoid
unskilled jobs（3D jobs: plantation labor, construction labor, etc），and Malaysia itself
depends upon a foreign labor force of Indonesians, Bangladeshis and so forth as men-
tioned in Chapter 3. Moreover, racial segregation can be found among Malaysian
residents in Singapore, and it can be said that Chinese-Malaysians stand at a van-
tage position in terms of work-permit renewal, skill acquisition, and suitable income.
When it comes to work-permit renewal, however, no information is provided, and
short-term unstable employment is characteristic since short-term workers under
two years of employment constitute the majority of Malayan-Malaysian represented
in the returnee group.
３．As a precious case of a survey on illegal workers in Singapore, the survey results

drawn by Sullivan et al. on Thai workers are available（Sullivan: 1992）. As pointed
out in the main body of this paper, the mass influx of illegal workers in the 1980’s be-
came a major concern of social fear for the Singaporean government, and it repeti-
tively attempted to arrest, jail and repatriate illegal workers. With the amended im-
migration control law in January 1989, Singapore cracked down on illegal workers,
and a measure to raise the monthly surcharge from S＄220 to S＄250 per capita was
taken for legal workers（from S＄160 to S＄200 for laborers in construction, manufac-
turing, shipping and homemaking/maid industries）. In addition, given a fairly high-
handed approach to accusing and repatriating illegal workers, there was rising ten-
sion with the governments of neighboring counties discharging those workers. When
the number of Thai illegal workers subject to forced repatriation, who were mainly
construction workers, reached 10,000 in 1989, the internal and external mass media
rolled out this incident as it became the bilateral issue between them.

The survey introduced here is the interview survey of Thai illegal workers force-
fully repatriated in March 1989, which was conducted by G. Sullivan et al. and is
somewhat old but valuable. The survey covered 129 illegal workers extracted from
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those who visited the Thai embassy in Singapore for the procedure to return after
settlement of their forced repatriations（25 by interviews, 104 with a questionnaire,
all were male）. The essentials of the findings are summarized into six points as fol-
lows.

�1 ＜Home Lands and Families of Workers＞ The composition ratio of their home lands
was 60％ from the northeast of Thailand, 32％ from the north, 7％ from central Thai-
land and 1％ from the south. With regard to marital status, 48％ were married, 45％
were single and others were divorced or widowers. The average family members of
their home households was 5.6 persons.

�2 ＜Employment Record＞ The average length of service in Singapore was 6.8 years.
The composition ratios of the industries where they were engaged in Thailand before
the disembarkations were 40％ for construction, 37％ for agriculture/plantation, 10％
for service, 6％ for manufacturing, 2％ for transport, and others.

�3 ＜Job Information and Disembarkations＞ The breakdown of information sources on
employment in Singapore shows 37％ for employment agencies, 26％ for friends, 16
％ for acquaintances, 13％ for mass media, and so forth. To enter Singapore, 85％ mi-
grated in a group（of six persons on average, with a maximum of 35 persons）. In all,
88％moved to Singapore on sightseeing visas, while the others illegally extended the
length of their stays after entering Singapore with work permit.

�4 ＜Employment Agencies＞ Among all workers, 68％ of workers commissioned agen-
cies to arrange acquisition of a passport, an itinerary and place to work. The average
charge for the arrangements was 12,260 bhat（minimum 2,000 bhat, maximum
45,000 bhat）. On average, 11％ of the cost was paid to the agencies by the business
establishments/managers who hired the Thais. A majority of the workers were in-
debted from payment of the charge when entering Singapore.

�5 ＜Awareness of Illegal Work＞When deciding to work in Singapore, only 15％ of the
laborers were aware from the beginning their jobs were illegal, 47％ learned this at
disembarkation and 26％ at the extension of their stay after entering Singapore with
a work permit.

�6 ＜Occupations, Employment Terms, Wages＞ After disembarkation, the first work
place for 91％ of the workers was a construction site, and 83％ were engaged in con-
struction labor right before embarkation. The average employment term was 14
months（minimum several days, maximum eight years）. The average day pay was
S＄18（minimum S＄13, maximum S＄25, on basis of the skill level）. The workers in
debt to employment agencies used an average of 40％ of their wages to pay off the
debt. Average daily spending was S＄7.7. Average savings including remittances dur-
ing the employment term in Singapore was approximately S＄2,000（note there were
large variations; 28％ had under S＄500, while 9％ had S＄4,500 or more）. The labor-
ers lived together in humble tenement houses at construction sites.

This survey leads us to point out following characteristics as the actual employ-
ment situation of Thai illegal workers in the miscellaneous work labor market. Since
they were mostly from poor rural areas in northeast Thailand, obtaining the job in-
formation from agencies, or friends/acquaintances, there is a lack of public organiza-
tion/openness in the labor market. On that account, in their dependence on the unof-
ficial international employment network, which is socially conventionalized, home-
land based collective employment is normalized. Few laborers were aware of the ille-
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gality of their presence from the beginning, and indeed they seem to rely on agencies
that have inadequate knowledge of working conditions at work places in the foreign
country. Occupations in the construction field are urban general work handled as un-
skilled/manual labor even in Singapore. This is the largest labor market for low-class
foreign male laborers to enter, and the overwhelming majority are hired on long-term
daily bases at construction sites, having no choice but to take up an unstable employ-
ment due to the nature of illegal work. There are no welfare programs comparable to
labor security except the day pay and communal living at work sites. Many laborers
are hired owing debt to the agencies, and some are perceived to be working under
conditions that could be called“bonded labor”.
４．When the Growth Triangle concept emerged, the wage disparity ranged from US＄

350 in Singapore, US＄150 in Johor, to US＄90 on Batam on the average monthly
wage basis of manufacturing laborers（Macleod and McGee: 1996）. In addition ac-
cording to the international comparison data of wages in 1995, the labor costs per
hour in manufacturing were US＄7.28 in Singapore, US＄7.40 in Korea, US＄5.82 in
Taiwan, and US＄4.82 in Hong Kong while the average wages per hour in manufac-
turing were US＄6.07 in Singapore, US＄5.62 in Asian NIEs, US＄0.91 in ASEAN
and US＄20.26 in Japan（International Labor Information Jan. 1997, No. 250）．

５．It is said that quite a number of laborers staying on Batam and Bintan islands
temporarily work in Singapore after illegal entry, but the scale is unknown. To the
author’s knowledge collected on the spot, of the illegal laborers who migrate from the
Batam/Bintan islands into Singapore the males mainly work as construction work-
ers while the female as maids or prostitutes.
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